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MOTION FOR JUDG~m~n 
TO THE HOUORABLE JUDGES OF SAID COURT: 
Comes now the plaintiff, by counsel, and moves the Court 
for judgment in the captioned matter for the following reasons: 
1. The defendant is indebted to the plaintiff, as per 
the attached note, in the amount of $24,211.95. 
2. Pursuant to the terms of· the note, the plaintiff 
requests attorney fees of 25% or $6,052.99. 
3. The plaintiff prays for interest at the judgment rate 
from September 9th, 1976. 
lfflEREFORE the plaintiff prays for judgment, jointly and 
severally, agai·nst Angelo Peters and Diamond Peters in the 
amount of $30,264.94, plus interest and its costs. 
Robert A. Pustilnik, p.q. 
SAMUEL & PUSTILNIK 
4901 Cutshaw Avenue 
Richmond, Virginia 23230 






All addw01ll hereafter made to aay property, real or personal. directly or iadircctly securma tho paymCDt of this Note. or property or riabls 
hereafter accruina to the owner of the sCcuritY by reason of ownina tho samt~ shall bo a part of such security, aad will. when received. bo 
delivered to lhe holder. Additions to. reductions in.· exdlanacs or substitutions in any soc:uritY liveD for tho payment of this Noto may bo 
maclo from time to time without aft'ectinr tho provisions of this Note or tho liability of any paJ1Y lweu). Tho bolder shall not be respons.-blo 
for collection of interest or prindpal on any security pvn for tho payment of this Note or iho siviDI of any notlco with respect thereto UDtil 
such time as it shall have rinsfcrred tho samo into the name of a nominee or otherwise assumed tho duties of collectioa. 
.Tho obliptioa of tho Maker was determiaed ~ fo11Pwin,.a npDD.,P": 
1. PROCEEDS OF LOAN ~ ~6,. C..J-~ •OTHER CHAKGES (Dcscn"bo) 
2. PERSONAL INSURANCE $ 0 
3 OTHER CHARGES• ~ 0 . ~ 
~ AMOUNT FINANCED Cl+Z+l) $;,$ lo (. j -1 • • 
s 
' ~. :::a CJWtGB s t 6L .l 0 
j SeMcc Feo ~S------ s 
• Other (Describe) 
TOTAL li'INA.NCB CBAllGB ---- S t1J'.l 0 " 
TOTAL O'I1IE1l CHARGES ~$ === 
6. TOTAL OP PAYMENIS (4+$) ~ :2J/. ?J , 
7. ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RAft t¥/fl 5 
PREPAID FINANCE CHARGE.. / ,.. !11 
if any-------- s ~..,. ~ 0 
Upoa default of the Maker or of any party hereto. this Note, and other obliaadon of any Mater or other party hereto to tho holder 
shall immediately become due and payable at tho option of tho holder and without notice. AU parties to this Note hereby: (i) waiw presnanezat, 
demand, protest and notice of dishonor aDd protest; (ii) asree that aa extension or extensionS of the time of payment of this Note. or any part 
thereof, may be made before, at or after maturity aad for any period of dme. iacludina periods of excesa of the orisfnal term. by asreemezac with 
asiy oae or more of tho parties without notice to and without reJeasiai tho 6abDity of any other party; (Ui) waive Uhe boneftt of their bome· 
stead acmptiODI aad all other aemptioDS which may lepU1 bo waMd aucl aay risht which theY may havo to require that the holder ftrsc 
resort to any ~ or proceed apimt any other person; (iv) aaree to pay a reasonable tate charp (not tea thaD $3.00) if this Note is noc 
paid at maturity; (v) aareo to pay aU apezases incurred in coDectiDI tho same. iacJudlna aa attorney's feo of Z.S~ of tho balaDce duo aad a 
suit feo of $10.00 fa the eYeDt the holder, after default. determines that it must seek tho assistaace of aa attorney or tho courts with reaard 
co the coUecdoa of the balance thea due; and ('Yi) do hereby consdtute and appoint Arthur P. Samuel, Robert A. Pustilm'lc. T. K. Durllam. 
G. T. Jones. Southern Baakshara. IDe.. or any one or more of them. their true and lawful attomeys in fact to appear in the Offtce of tho Clerk 
of the Law and Equity Court of Ric:bmoad. Virsinia and confea judgmezat in favor of the holder apinst them for any amount theft duo hereon 
as well as tho cosa of collectina the same aad an attorney's fee aad suit fee as aforesaid, in tbo event of default. 
In the event of prepa)'IDODt the unoamed interest pOrtion of no Finance Cbarao will be refunded if it exceeds St.OO. 
The Maker ackriowledga receipt of a copy of this Noce. THE TERMS AND CONDmONS ON 11m REVERSE SIDE ARE A PART 
HEREOP. 
HER!OP. 
0 APPUCA noN FOR PERSONAL INSURANCE 
l understand th:1t personal insurance coverage is not required. I have chosen to pun:nase tho tY~(s) of personal insurance indicated below 
and herchy apply fur !'Uch insur.&n~c with Ntuional Union Life Insurance Company, Richmond. Virssnia. or any other insurance company which 
will uc~cpt the ri!Ok(S) if the rillkb) is/ure not accepted by Nati0nal Union life Insurance Company. I hereby represent that. to tho best ot 
my knnwlcdgc und oflelief. 1 um in aoucJ he:slth. free rrom any physical or mental impairment. and have had no application for life insurance 
reJected durin~J th'e pa.'lt year. I undentuncl tlun none or the insurance I have chosen to purchase will becomo effective until such time as ao 
insuran~-e company u~-epbl the ri!OLh). In the event that such insunnco is placed with National Union Life Insurance Compuy, I hereby 
~ppoint the sccretury of said Company as my proxy tu vute for me at IUIY meetina of the membership of said Company while sucb insurance 
IS sn force. D .. D (CoOTlnUb-o) 
Ute Insurance 2 Accident and Health In~nce 
ftemiam: s Premiwa: ~------
------------------~w~.~ •. --------------~> 
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'J'ho parties aDd each of them repriscnt and warraat that nono of the security pven directly or iadiriclly for tho payment of this Note Is 
subject to any assipment. claim, Ilea. risht of set-oft', or security interest of any character which 1'811ks prior to or on parity with tho security 
inrerat of the holder, eac:ept those dildOsed to the holder ift Writias. and that more of them wm berc81ter c:rcato aar. other claim or security 
interest in the sucG security. The bolder. or its nominee. shall not be boUDd to take any~ necessary to preserYe 1ts rishU. or tho risbts of 
uy ocher J.'CfSOil in such security and shall be deemed to have eaercised reasonable care in the custody aDd presa watioa of the security if it 
rakes such adioo for that purpose u the U'aftlferor thereof shall reasonably request in writiDc. but co OllliSiioft to comply with lilY sucb 
request shall bo deemed a fanure to exercise reasonable care. Each party hereto and aay such transferor alftC to eaecutc such lmancins srate· · 
meats and other documents from time to time. u may bo necessary to perfect and maintaia the security interest of tbc bolder in the security and 
to pay all filial costs and expenses in coauctioa therewith. · • •· · 
no holder aba1l have, but sball aot bo lbni1ed to. the foltowiaa ri&htt. each of which may be eamised at lilY time; (i) to pledp or trails-
fer this Note aDd any security Jivcn for its paymat. aad any pledpc or traDiferee aba1l baYe aD the risbts of tile pledp or traDsferor and 
the pledp or traaferar sball be thereafter reliowd from IDY liability with rapec& to such security; (ii) to tralllfer tho wbolo or IDY ~ of 
aay such security into the aamo of itself or its nomillec; (iii) to voce tho security; (iV) to DOdfy tho obHaors oa uy security direclly or indi· 
reedy pyea for tho payment of this Note to malco payalellt to tho bolder of any UIOUDts dno tJmeoa; and (V) to tab control ot aay proc:eeds 
of IDY such security. 
.. 
Upoa tho happailla of any one of the foUowiDr evea11. eacb of wbida sbaU c:oaslilute a dcfaalt hereuacfer. this Note aDd. any other oblip· 
tioD of any party bereto to the bolder shall immediately become due aDd payable at the opcioa of the bolder and without notice: (i) any party 
siWl default ia tile. performuce of its obUpdona under the ~ of tho Note or of any other obliptioa of aay sach party to tho bolder; 
(ii) uy JllftY lhalf clie. dissalvc, or become iasolveat; (ib1 thO wlue of aay property, real or persoaal. directly or iDdirectly securmc this Note 
sball deCline or become umatisfactory to the holder and tbe Mater shall noc fmmediately upon demllld mate sucll reductioa of the principal 
baluce then due. or deposit such additioaal S:U. with tbo holder as shall bo satisf~ to. tho bolder; or ("w) tho holder shall determine 
that a material adverse Chanp ia the. financial tioa of as;tJ party hu occurred or shall deem itself iasocure. Ia tho evem of default the 
bolder shall have all of tho rilhts IUld remedies of a secured party 1111der any deed of crus& or security qreement li•en ia coaaec:tion herewith 
and UDder the Uniform Coauacrcial Code or ocbcr applic:ablo law.- and aD risbCI pnwided bereia. ail of wbida risbts Uld remedies shall. to the 
=teat permiuecl by Jaw, be c:umulalive. In such event it sball also have the riallt. *' its opdoa. iJnmedfatcly aDd without notice, to set olf 
apias& this Note. and all other liabilities of aay party to the holder. aU moaey owed by tbo holder iD any c:&pleity to any party. whether or 
not due. and to enrer such c:barp oa the boob of tho holder at any time aublequeat to tho matial tlunof. Jul.y required nouco of sale or 
other disposition on clefauJt sball ccmstihl1e reuoaahlo DOCico to tho maker whca mailed to. or left oa the premises of tbo Maker at tho 
address of tho Maker sbowa oa tho records af holder. at lealt 8V8 days prior .to mch ICdoa. 
Aay security Jiven for the pa)'llleDl of this Note aDd any surplus remaiaiDa after tho ale tbcreof may, after tho payment of this Note. 
be retamed to any of the parties or the bolder may c:aadaue to holcl tho amo aa security for any such obDplioG if at the time of tho pay· 
meat aad disc:barae hereof uy of the partia to this Nota sba1l thea be clirecdy or c:ontinpnlly liable to tho bolder on acc:ouat of aay other 
obUption whatsoever, and the bolder may thereafter exerdse with respect to such security aDd surplus all riabts which are puted bereiD 
eva tbouirh this Note sbalJ haw been surradand. ne ~of sale of aay property pycn u security for the payment of tbiS Note may be 
applied apjast any of tho liabilities of any of the parties to the 'bolder ia suda order of paymeat u tho holder deems proper. 
Jury failaro by tho holder to exercise any rilbt hereaadcr sbaD not bo c:oaat:i1lcd aa a waiftr of the risbt to OSCII'Cia. tho same or any other risbt u .,. tial&. -- ·~ .• --. • ..• - - -. •. .• - . • . . --- . . 
no aadenillled endonen Jacreb7 ......, ~- iDd aano to an tenu~, pro•isiou Uld sdpulatlcas set forda 1a l1lil Noto. 
j:);oo. ·:·. \ ... ~ l ' .• 
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·, .. AFFIDAVIT OF LAST-KNOWN ADuRESS 
STATE OF VIRGINIA: 
CITY OF RICHMOND, to wit: 
This day Arthur F. Samuel/Robert A. Pustilnik, personally appeared 
before me and made oath as follows: 
1. That he is the attorney for the plaintiff in a certain civil proceeding 
under the style of; 
SOUTHERN BANK, a Virginia banking Corporation, 
f/t/a SOUTHERN BANK AND TRUST COMPANY, 
vs. 




is a non-resident, and that the last-known post office address of the defendant(s) 
in the above civil proceeding, known to the plaintiff or his attorney is: 
1601 Lacoronilla Drive, 
Santa Barba, California 93109 
~ t.__(~\~ -
Arthur F. Samuel/Robert A. Pustilnik 
Subscribed and sworn to before me in My City and State aforesaid 
this 12 day of May 19 8 0 
My commission expires: 7/27/81 
5 3 
PROOF OF SERVICE 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond, Division-!. · 
LAw No ... ·-·········-··-····-
SOUTHERN BANK, a Virginia 
banking corporation f/t/a 
SOUTHERN BANK AND TRUST COMPANY 
ROBERT A.PUSTILNIK,p.q. 
.·VI. 
,.· ANGELO J •. PETERS 
and 
/DIAMOND PETERS 
SERVE BOTH THROUGH:SECRETARY OF THE COMMONWEALTH 
9th Street Office Building 
Richmond,Virqinia 
Returns shall be made hereon, showing service of Notice issued __ JUNE __ 2_,_1_9_8_0 ____ _ 
with copy of Motion for Judgment filed __ MA_Y_l4_, 1_9_a_o ______ , attached: 
$2.SO·pd to Sheriff 
$10.00 S/C 1:l== ~ \0' \LED 
REcEIVED & i 
J\lN S '9SO 
Kl,DD. C\etk 
ED~' ::tit. ~~ ........................... D.C. 
l)Y ...................... .. 
DEPUTY SHERIFF' 
Returned and filed the...-.. -···-· .. -··-·-..... · __ __.._,cfay ol _______ _._. _____ .. 
EDWARD G. KID.D, ~erk 
6BY.-----------• Dtlf1Ul1/ Cllrlc. 
(__ 
COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA 
FREDERICK T. GRAY. JR. Secretary of the Commonwealth 
June 5, 1980 
POST OFFICE BOX 1·B 
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA 23201 
AFFIDAVIT OF COMPLIANCE 
Southern Bank, etc 
vs. 
Angelo J. Peters et als 
Notice of Motion for Judgment 
and other papers filed therewith 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court 
Division I 
for the City of Richmond 
, 
,/ 
I, the undersigned, Clerk in the office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth, 
hereby certify, on June 4, 1980, that legal service in the above styled case 
was made upon Frederick T. Gray, Jr., Secretary of the Commonwealth, as statu-
tory agent for nonresident persons to be served in accordance with Section 
8.01·329 of the Code of Virginia, as amended, and that copy of the same was 
forwarded by CERTIFIED MAIL, return receipt requested, .to the persons to be 
served as follows: 
Mr. Angelo J. Peters' 
1601 Lacoronilla Drive 
Santa Barba, CA 93109 
City of Richmond 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
Ms. Diamond Pete~r~s!...----~-:-:::;.;-;:::;::1 
1601 Lacoronill -BIDl'm'.IVED & FILED 
Santa Barba, CA -'t.3109-
JUN 9 1981) 
EDWARJ G. KlZ>D, Cl~r!~ 
~~~~-B~Y~-~~ ....~ .. ·-·-~-.... -~ .... --------~· .. D~.c_. 
Clerk, 
Designated by the Authority of 
Frederick T. Gray, Jr. 
Secretary of the Commonwealth 




My Commission expires: ..3· 7-J" .Z 
7 :5 
0 R D E R .. S.EP 9 1980 
This day came the plaintiff, by cOun.sel, and moved the Court 
for a default judgment in this cause; 
WHEREliORE, the Court finds: that the plaintiff has filed a 
t-btion for Judgnent herein, that twenty-one days have elapsed since service 
of pmcess upon the defendants, and that the defendants have failed to file 
responsive pleadings, and is, therefore, in default, and the Court has heard 
the evidence in this cause, and has determinei that the plaintiff is entitled 
to the relief prayed for: 
IT IS THERElroRE ORDERED that the plaintiff recover judgnent 
against the defendants# z · a e in the ancunt of $24,211.95, 
h1- ~ .... , -
plus ·attcrney:!s fees of 25% or $6,052.99, plus interest at ~e ja&:;xeut 
7• .. ..:u. ~ P-*' ,. tiL. ... q f-*f .:t' r-p 
!!'!rt!le fran Septenber 9, 1976,1\and its costS, and that executiOn may issue ---
forthwith.ur-ft" ~~ ?- rl... rrt .. :~Zf(. 
~: 9- 9--~~ 
n~.-..-. ·) ~-
I ask for this: 
~~-· __,.....___,....,~\\~,~:.J--~-=--=--==::::::>------"p.q. 
Sanuel and~~ 
P. O. Box 6857 
4901 CUtshaw Avenue 
Richm:md, Vixginia 23230 





PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that on the 9th day of October, 1981 
at 9:30a.m., Petitioners, Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming, by 
. - :·.-·,---' 
counsel, will move the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond, 
Division I, Virginia at 800 East Marshall Street, Ri~hmond, 
\~ 
•I 
Virginia, to quash a levy and all subsequent attachments in the 
above styled case. 
Jeffrey M. Zwerdling 
Zwerdling and Oppleman 
4509 West Broad Street 




I hereby certify that a.true copy of the foregoing Notice .. , ... _-· ...... .._. . ... _ . ·. ~ ... ... . . -· . 
was mailed this 21st day of September, 1981 to Robert A. Pustil-
nik, Esquire at P. 0. Box 6857, Richmond, Virginia. 
$2.00 paid Sheriff 
PLEASE MAKE RETURNS HEREON 
9 
MOTION TO QUASH LEVY AND ALL SUBSEQUENT 
ATTACHMENTS ON SAFE DEPOSIT BOX 305 
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGES OF SAID COURT: 
Comes now, Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming, hereinafter 
called Petitioners, by counsel, and respectfully moves to 
quash the levy made by the Sheriff's department of Henrico 
County, Virginia on a safe deposit box #305 at the Southern 
Bank located at 2702 Parham Road, Henrico County, Virginia, 
for the following reasons. 
1. That on September 9, 1980, a judgment was entered 
in this cour~·against Angelo J. Peters ~nd Diamond Peters in the 
amount of Thirty Thousand Two Hundred Sixty Four Dollars and 
Ninety Four Cents ($30,264.94) plus interest and costs. 
2. That safe deposit box #305 is leased by Petitioners, 
who are not now nor have ever been a party to the above mentione 
suit. 
3. That a deputy sheriff of Henrico County, Virginia, 
•· 'I 
\received a levy request from Southern Bank to ex~cute a levy on 
the goods and chattels of Angelo J. Peters and Diamond Peter~. 
4. That Deputy Sheriff R. L. Henley of Henrico County 
went to Southern Bank and was told that safe deposit box #305 
was rented by Angelo J. Peters and Diamond Peters, wh~n in fact, 
that box was leased by Petitioners. 
5. That the deputy sheriff did not examine the rental 
agreement, which showed the Petitioners to be the lessees of 
said box, but relied on the bank officials and commenced to 
execute the levy by drilling open the safe deposit box #305 and 
inventoried its contents. 
10 
6. The deputy sheriff committed a trespass upon said 
safe deposit box 0305 of Petitioners, who were not parties to 
the original action nor were ever served a writ, as a parey 
in possession named as a co-defendants • 
. 7. That the sheriff's d~pa~tment had no legal authority, 
under the Code of Virginia or any other authority, to execute a 
levy or attach the above mentioned safe deposit box belonging to 
Petitioners. 
WHEREFORE, Petitioners, Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming, 
request the court to quash the levy and subsequent attachments 
as to safe deposit box 11305 and all contents that were seized·. 
Jeffrey M. Zwerdling 
Zwerdling and Oppleman 
4509 w. Broad Street 
Richmond, Virginia 23230 
CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing Motion 
to Quash Levy and All Subsequent Attachments on Safe Deposit Box 
0305 was mailed this 21st day of September, 1981 to Robert A. 
6857, Richmond, Virginia. 
/. ,_...--, A 
'7-J; / _.-A4-r / 
Pustilnik, Esquire at P. 0~ Box 
/},, .li 
11 
ANSWER TO MOTION TO QUASH LEVY 
I RECEIVED & FILED i 
SEP a 6 'i9~1 
SDWAaD c;. KluD, Cle ~ 
sv ........................................................ o.c. 
Comes now Southern Bank, a Virginia Banking Corporation, 
by counsel, in answer to a Motion filed herein by Diane 
Barbuto and Linda Fleming, by counsel, to quash a levy and 
subsequent attachment on safe deposit box #3057 and sets forth 
the following as its answer to the Motion to Quash, if in fact 
an answer is required: 
1. The allegation in Paragraph One of the Motion to 
Quash is admitted. 
2. The allegations of Paragraph ~~o of the Motion to 
Quash are admitted to the extent that the petitioners leased 
the box and to the extent that they are not a party of the 
suit. However, the box is leased for the joint use of the 
petitioners and the defendant, Angelo J. Peters. The box has 
never been used by the petitioners. It has. only been used by 
Angelo Peters, who has gone to the Bank, in which the box is 
located, several times since the box was opened. The Bank had 
good reason to believe that Angelo Peters, who, by contract, 
has access to the box, in l.fact had property within that box. 
3. The allegations of Paragraph Three of the Motion to 
. 
Quash are admitted. 
4. The allegations of Paragraph Four are denied. The 
I 
ieputy sheriff was advised of the circumstances of the.box, 
~d was specifically told only to levy upon the property of 
i 
~gelo and Diamond Peters, if any, found in the box. When the 
.box was opened, there was evidence that all of, or substantially 
jall of, the property in the box belonged to Angelo and Diamond 
Peters. The levy was not upon the box itself. 
12 
s. The Bank neither admits nor denies the allegations 
of Paragraph Five. 
6. The allegations of Paragraph Six are denied. There 
was no trespass upon the box. It was opened, inventoried, 
and returned to it's original state, new keys were made and 
given to the deputy to hold until the issue could be resolved. 
All of the parties to the action were immediately contacted 
by counsel for the Bank, and by the Bank, in an attempt to 
resolve the matter. 
1. The sheriff had both legal authority, and contractual 
authority, ba~ed upon the contract of the petitioners with the 
Bank~ to enter the safe deposit box. The;:sheriff had authority 
to levy on all property within that box belonging to Angelo 
Peters, pursuant to execution issued by this Court. 
~- Based upon the items found in the box, it is the 
position of the Bank that if the petitioners knew what was in 
the box, then the petitioners and/or Angelo and Diamond Peters 
have maintained that box for the p~poses of defrauding the 
Internal Revenue Service, and other creditors of Angelo and 
Diamond Peters. If the petitioners did not know what was in 
• 
the box, then the box was maintained entirely for the benefit 
of Angelo Peters, and as such, there was no trespass committed 
upon the property of the petitioners. 
9. The Bank has filed a garnishment returnable this date, 
of property in the possession of or under the control of the 
petitioners, which belongs to Angelo and Diamond Peters. The 
contents of the safe deposit box are important evidence in that 
garnishment proceeding. The Bank prays that the box be opened, 
in open court, or that the court view the box at the Bank, 
:13 
that evidence as to it's contents be preserved, as said evidence 
relates both to the issues pertaining to this Motion to Quash, 
and to the garnishment returnable on October 9th. 
t~REFORE the Bank prays that the Motion to Quash be 
dismissed, and that an order issue from this Court to Tom 
Henley, Deputy Sheriff of Henrico County, ordering him to levy 
on and sell any property in the safe deposit box belonging 
to Angelo and/or Diamond Peters, up to and including the 
amount necessary to satisfy the . judgment of Southern Bank 
plus costs and interest. 
Robert A. Pustilnik, p.q. 
SAMUEL & PUSTILNIK 
4901 Cutshaw Avenue 
Richmond, Virginia 23230 
SOUTHERN BANK 
Byf}\ ........... (;>~ 
Of Counsel 
CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing Answer 
to Motion to Quash Levy was mailed to Jeffrey M. Zwerdling, 
Esquire, Attorney for Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming, at his 
address of ZWERDLING & OPPLEMAN, 4509 West Broad Street, 
Richmond, Virginia 23230, this 24th day of September, 1981 
Robert A. Pustilnik 
14 
' 
RECEIVED & FILED ~ 
MOTION TO QUASH GARNISHMENT 
PROCEEDINGS 
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGES OF SAID COURT: 
SEP 3 0 1911i . i 
;e~~~f{~,u~.~~~ . 
Comes now, Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming, by counsel, 
and respectfully moves to Quash the Garnishment, made by 
the court and sheriff's department of the City of Richmond, 
Virginia concerning anything in safety deposit box pertaining 
to or belonging to the defendants, Angelo and Diamond Peters, 
for the following reasons: 
1. That this garnishment comes as a result of an 




concerning a levy, which .. was made on their safety 
box #305, in the County of Henrico, Virginia. 
That attached to this Motion to Quash is a copy of 
the Motion to Quash Levy and all Subsequent Attachments on 
Safe Deposit Box #305, which copy is attached to this Motion 
and made a part hereof. 
WHEREFORE, defendants, Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming, 
request the court to Quash the Garnishment and any subsequent 
actions in this matter. 
Jeffrey M. Zwerdling 
4509 W. Broad Street 




I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing Moti~n 
was mailed this 30th day of September, 1981 to Robert A. Pustil 
nik, Esquire at P. 0. Box 6857, Richmond, Virginia. 
1.5 
RECEIVED & FILED 
OCT 71S91 
~~~~~~~~~ 
MOTION TO QUASH LEVY AND AL~ SUBSEQUENT 
ATTACHMENTS ON SAFE DEPOSIT BOX 305 
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGES OF SAID COURT: 
Please take notice that, on October 9th, 1981 at 9:00A.M., 
or as soon thereafter as I:may be heard, I will move the Court 
to relieve me as counsel in the Motion to Quash ••• , previously 
"filed herein, as I will be a material witness. 
At that time and place, I will also request that the 
case be continued, in order that new counsel has time to 
become familiar with the issues involved in the case. 
Robert A. Pustilnik, p.q. 
SAMUEL & PUSTILNIK 
4901 Cutshaw Avenue 
Richmond, Virginia 23230 
SOUTHERN BANK 
By~~~ .. :;;;;>" 
Of CounlO 
CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the following 
Motion was served on Jeffrey M. zwerdling, hand-delivered, 
at his address of 4509 West Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia, 
this 7th day of October, 1981. 
1.6 
October ~, 1981 
ORDER IN 
MOTION TO QUASH LEVY AND ALL 
SUBSEQUENT ATTACHMENTS ON SAFE DEPOSIT BOX 305 
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGES OF SAID COURT: 
Upon Motion of Southern Bank~ by counsel, it is ORDERED 
that Robert A. Pustilnik is hereby relieved as counsel, and the 
firm of Christian, Barton, Epps, Brent & Chappell is substituted 
in his place; and it is further ORDERED that this hearing is 
continued until "1': 'Jo 1/At ~~ It,/, r) for the taking 
of evidence and legal·arguments. 
We•ask for this: 
Ro ert A. Pusti ni 
Samuel & Pustilnik 
4901 Cutshaw Avenue 
Richmond, Virginia 23230 
Car F. Bowmer 
Christian, Barton, Epps, Brent 
1200 Mutual Building 




,mmon Law Order Book I 0.$ ' page 15 a~. 
VIRGINIA: 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY OF RICHMOND 
DIVISION I 
Nunc Pro Tunc 4/28/82 Enter 5/18/82 .· 
ORDER 
. 
Now comes Jeffrey M. Zwerdling, attorney for Diane .•. 
Barbuto and Linda Fleming and moves the court for le~ve to 
withdraw as counsel of record on the Motion .to Quash Levy on . 
the above styled matter, as the petitioner's. have requested 
., 
that the law firm of Farino and Ric~~·and Bruce White be 
i 
a[)P.9inted attorney of record in their stead, and it being·· o.f 
the.opinion that substantial justice will be served. by. allow-
ing Jeffrey M. Zwerdling to withdraw and the law fir~?gf . 
Farino and RickJ and Bruce White 'be noted as counsel of 
record. 
It is ORDERED t·hat Jeffrey M. Zw~rdling be allowed to . 
withdraw as counsel of record and the law firm of Farino and 
Ric~and Bruce White b: noted as counsel of record. 
,~:· 
, , 
1 I ,_y/ r v Nunc Pro Twic 
~~--)a 






<!J ir mit Q}.attrt 
Of'" THE 
MARVIN F. COLE 
JUDGE May 5, 1982 
JOHN MARSHALl. COURTS BUILDING 
800 EAST MARSHAI.L STREET 
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA 23219 
Carl F. Bowmer, Esquire 
Christian, Barton, Epps, Brent & Chappell 
1200 Mutual Building 
Richmond, Virginia 23219 
Bruce W. White, Esquire 
Farino & Rick 
7 East Franklin Street 
Richmond, Virginia 23219 
Gentlemen: 




. I have rewritten the order in the above matter and I 
~ enclosing herewith a copy of the same for each of you. 
Please endorse the order and return it to me. ·upon receipt 
of your endorsement, together with any further suggestions 
in regard to the o~der, I will enter the same. 
Very truly yours, 








MARVIN F. COLE 
JUDGE . 
JOHN MARSHALL COURTS BUILDING 
800 EAST MARSHALL STREET 
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA 23219 
Jeffrey M. Zwerdling, Esquire 
Zwerdling and Oppleman 
4509 West Broad Street 
Richmond, Virginia 23230 
Ms. Mary T. Metil 
Attorney at Law 
Christian, Barton, Epps, Brent & Chappell 
1200 Mutual Building 
Richmond, Virginia 23219 
Dear Mr. Zwerdling and Ms. Metil: 
Re: Southern Bank a/t/a Southern Bank and 
Trust Company v. Angelo Peters and Diamond Peters 
-- Motion to Quash.Levy by Diane Barbuto and 
Linda Fleming 
I wish to advise that I have reviewed the memoranda-of 
law which you submitted to me in regard to the above matter 
and I have also done some legal research on my own in regard 
to this matter. 
It is my opinion that the version of the law as set out 
in the brief by MS. Metil is correct and therefore I am of the 
opinion the motion to quash-the levy should be denied in this 
case. 
I request that Ms. Metil prepare an appropriate order, 
have the same endorsed by counsel and forward the same to me 
for entry. 
Very truly yours, 





~n fq2 «<irruif <1lourt of. fq2 <1lit\l of 2&id1mond, ~ibision 1, 
THE 
13th. DAy OF ___ M_a..:y;...._ ________ 
19 
_8_2 __ 
0 R D .E R 
On October· 16, 1981 4 came the petitioners, Diane Barbuto 
and Linda .~Fleming, in pe~son and by couns~l, and Southern 3ank, 
by counsel, for hearing on petitioner's motion to quash levy 
I 
and all subsequent attachments on Safe Deposit Box 305, whereupon 
the court heard testimony and received the exhibits introduced 
by the parties. 
. Upon consideration of the evidence, memoranda filed by 
counsel for the parties, petitioner's Motion to Quash Levy and_ 
All Subsequent Attachments is denied and it is ordered that said 
motion is hereby dismissed for the reasons set forth in the 
court's letter opinion dated January 7, 1982. 
together with all 
It is further ordered that the transcript of said hearing/ exhibits 
shall be made a part of'the record in this action. 
And the petitioners, Diane Barbuto and Linda~Fleming, 
having indicated their intention to petition the Supreme Court 
·of Virginia to seek a writ of error from and supersedeas 
with respect to the levy under the judgment entered on September 9, 
1930, in favor of Southern Bank, a Virginia Banking Cor~oration 
a/t/a Southern Bank and Trust Company vs. Angelo Peters und 
Diamond Peters, it is ordered that the levy under the judgment 
' 
and sale thereunder be suspended for a period of three r.1ontl:ts 
from this day, nnd therenfter, if such petitioners tirn~ly 
prosecute the appaal :mu thereafter so long as the mattt.·r i:.; 




petitioners or someone for them shall within ten dnys from 
this date give a bond in the penalty of Five Thousand Dollars 
($5,000), with ·surety to be approved by the clerk, conditioned 
according to Section 8.01-676 of the Code of Virginia of 1950, 
as amended. 
!"ask for this: 
• •• 
~~~~----·---
~~~~~------~-----.r~ ______ ,p.q. Carl F. Bowmer, Counsel for · · 






'[inofn ail men I{• t~ese presents ,1 Tbi.t C .. -.. .!?.!e.n.~.-llN.!?.\l!lS>--"-!II!. 
Linda Fleming and United States Fidelity and Guarantee Company ·································-············································································-··························································· 
············•·•·············•································•·························································································•···•········•······•· 
h ld d fi 1 b d th C ealth. rv· • ·' · · th . C Five Thousand Dollars are e an 11111 y oun unto e ommonw o IJII.D1a m e sum o ................................................. . 
($5,000.00) 
········································································································~························································-········· 
Dollars, to the payment whereof we bind ourselves. our heits,."ind personal representatives, mointly and 
severally firmly by these presents. 
Witnes:s om hands and seals tllis .... ~.9.~ ... day of ...... ~!-Y.t ................... ·-·······················-··· .. ··19 ..... ~ 2 
We hereby waive our homestead exemption as to this obligation, and also waive any claim, right or privilege to 
discharge any liability arising under tllis bond in any currency, funds, counter-claims, or offsets, other than 
legal tender currency of the United States. 
THE CONDITION OF THE ABOYE OBLIGA. TION IS SUCH, That whereas On the 9th day ................................... 
of Se~temb,r, 1980, judgment was entered infavor of Southern Bank and Trust ............................................................................................................................................................................ 
a !~Y.X ... !:!.!~.!9 ... ~9.~!!l.!~ ... ! ... !!.~!~.t .. S!P.9.!.!~ ... 9.9~ .. !.~ ... ~!. .. P.?.!!.~!.!!~!?.~ .. 9.~ ... l?.!~!l! ... P.~~)?u to .. 
ang ... f.!~.:t\gll .. f..~tm\~DS .. :.tb9 ... A*.~ ... fRP.'-8.!~P.i ... ~ .. j.\1Q9!'9!:!\~ ... !9.!!J!!:I:. .. ~!P.\ .. £~t!9.~*J!~ ... ~n ... tb.is 
Court on October.l6, 1981, and this Court in order· to allow the said Diane ..........•.................•.....................•.•.•......•...........•...•..•..•..........................•......................•.•............••..••.....•...•..•.••.• 
from the date thereof upon the condition of the defendants or someone for them .......•..•..•..•...•.........•.•.•......•..•..........•..•..•.....•.••.•.•.......••........•............•....•.•.....•.•..........•...••.......•...•.............•..•.•.•.. 
within 10 days from the date of said order. And whereas it is the intention oj ............................................................................................................................................................................ , 
the said Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming to present a petition for an appeal ...............................•...•.......•.......•..............•.•..................................................•..........•..............•.........................• 
acca~! ... ~!? •.• !r!Y. •. E!:.!~~ .. ~.Y. .. E.!!.!~~--~-~---~! ... :!~~P..!!!;?.~~-~ ... !.!! ... C:~.~.! ... '!: •• !.7.!~ .. ~.t .. !7.?:.?.~.~-·· to . 
th~ ... ~~i.~.t.iY9.Clnt!!n£ .. §!\~l:J: .. ng:t:. .. R.~ .. ~.!!-P.W!~ .. ~9 ... P.~ ... !.~~!.9:':~~,! .. ~;~h .. !-h! ... ~!!~ .. .P.!E.!oa o: 
90 days as specified in the said order or until a petition for a writ of error 
be .. ;·~t~·ci··~~ .. :;;; ... tb';· .. s~P';~; .. c~~'t··~£··A'pi?;;!';··a£ .. vft-'9inia"in .. tiie ... ev.eiit"sucil ... 
pe-t:l't:it5fi""'t~···J:1:t:l:!~·entE!d'''Wi:th'i:n··th·e··t±me"prescr±bed· .. by··law·; ....................................... .. 
then this obligation to be void, otherwise to remain in full.force and virtue • 
• /) o• 
.:.~::~:"':.-:' ... ~~ .................... (SEAL.) 
qf_~~ .. : ... q ... ~~~~ .. ~ .... ~ ............... (SEAL.) 
• - ,.. .. ..:: _;......--:. 0~0 ...... 0 /:.· / ----
··?- ........ /' , 0 :;.;· ..... ~· :,.....--- (SEAL.) 
, • ,. ,. .. 0 ..... _ -· ~ 0 - .... •••••••• ,...4 ••• ··~··d7~ .• :r •••••••• ~.......... ..~ ••••••••••••••••••••• 
attorney;:dn-fact f9r· nited States Fidelit 
and Guaranty company 
23 
Executed in the presence of 
W. E. Alexander, !7.~~-:n .. ».t ... f.~g]J .. ~ .................................... tl~P.Y!:.Y ... Oerk. 
t1.J:.u.::2.::G~.1:~.C?.;~5Y~!!l:.J.~g~ .. ~!?.; .. P.P..!~!.~ ... ~~~.~~.~ .. !ig~!!.~X ........ justified on oath. ~fore.Jlle, · 
anu. uaran"'.z "'ompa.u..z ~ • CJ.rc~J.t 
........................................ J.ea.n .. ll.s-... f.ag.li.~ ............................ P.~P.\l:t:..Y. ••.•••••• Clerk of the tllViilRI""1!qui'C? 
Court of the City of Richmon$1, in my office, as to the sufficiency of his estate as security to the above bond: 
DJ.v. I 
· 20th May 82 th1s the .......................... day of ................... .... .. .. .. . .. .. . ... .. ... .. .. .... 19 ........... . 
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NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: Edward G. Kidd, Clerk , 
Circuit Court of the City of Richmond, 
Division I 
John Marshall Courts Building . 
800 East Marshall Street 
Richmond, VA 23219 . . ...;· 
Petitioners, Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming, by counsel 
give Notice of Appeal. from_ a final judgment rendered by 
on May 13, 1982. The petitioners, pursuant to Rule 
.... 
:6 of the Ru~~s of the Supreme Court of Virginia, state that 
~·-fite:-a transcript of the case as presented in the 
o~ the City of Richmond, Division I, Virginia. 
Kenneth V. Farino, Esquire 
FARINO AND RICK 
7 East Franklin Street 
Richmond, VA 23219 
Bruce t;. White, Esquire 
7 East Franklin Street 
Richmond, VA 23219 
DIANE BARBUTO and 
LINDA FLEMING · w-ti-
!y~o~~I· 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing 
I Notice of Appeal was mailed, po~ta~e prepaid, to Carl F. Bowmer, 
Esquire, Christian, Barton, Epps, Brent & Chappell, 1200 Mutual 
Building, Richmond, Virginia, 23219, on this 20th day of May, 
198.2. 
RECEIVED & FILED 
inlh'· Clerk's Ofiic~ 
. SEP ;Jl9r!l-
r."l ·· ............... ... . .... .. . D.C. 
Clt<CUlT COLk f 
MOTION 
COME NOW the petitioners, Diane Barbuto and Linda 
Fleming, by counsel, and represent unto the Court as follows: 
1. On September 9, 1980, Southern Bank obtained a 
judgment against Angelo and Diamond Peters in the amount of 
$30,264.94. 
2. On August 17, 1981 Southern Bank levied on safe 
deposit box number 305 leased by Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming. 
3. On September 16, 1981, a Motion to Quash the Levy 
was filed by Linda Fleming and Diane Barbuto. 
4. On May 13, 1982, an Order was entered in the above-
captioned case denying the MOtion to Quash Levy and All Sub-
sequent Attachments. 
5. An appeal of the order denying the Motion to Quash 
has now been perfected to the Supreme Court of Virginia. 
6. The petitioners are desirous of havinr the contents 
of the safe deposit box appraised by H'illiam Carreras Diamond, 
Ltd. to ascertain the value of property in dispute. 
7. The possession of the keys to the safe deposit box 








I \li!EREFORE, the !)etitioners res?ect:fully reques~ an 
j order from the Court authorizing entry irito safety deposit boh 
number 305 at Southern Bank for the purpose of a~praisinf the 
contents contained therein. 
Il
l Bruce ~v. l·:'hi te, Esquire 
7 East Franklin Street 
DIA.!'m BARBUTO and 
LINDA FLE!-!ING 
,i -.r .- '0 
By __ ~===------··~---~--~~----·-/~·-----·~~----Counsel 
'I Richmond, VA 23219 
II 
I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoinr 
~otion was hand delivered to ~·7illiarn B. Cave, Esouire, Christian, 
I Barton, Epps, Brent & Chappell, 1200 ~!utual Building, Richmonc, 





IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY OF RICIU'·IDND, DI\'ISIO~t I 
SEP 17 1982 
ORDER 
Upon the filing of a MDtion by Linda Fleming and 
Diane Barbuto, by counsel, and upon agreement of counsel for the 
parties, and after argument, it is 
ORDERED that entry into the safe deposit box n~er 
305 at Southern Bank is authorized as follows: After notice to 
all part~es as to the dat~ and time, the safe deposit box shall 
I -1'111.;. ..r,_ljA~:I" t1Y A/CNA··C'~ c;_,.,.,.>' 
bi.openedVand al~ jewelry contained therein shall be inventoried 
and placed with William Carreras Diamond, Ltd. for ap?raisal. 
All expenses of the appraisal shall be split equally (50/50) 
be~~een Southern Bank and the petitioners, Linda Fleming and 
Diane Barbuto. Upon co~letion of the appraisal, the contents 
shall be returned to the safe deposit box and a copy of the 
... ~P.P_!"~isal shall be made available to all ~arties. It is expressly 
understood that no documents, papers or other materials shall be 
reviewed, inventoried or examined; it being the intention of the 
parties only to ascertain the value of the jewelry contained in 





ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 
The Circuit Court of the.Ci~y of Richmond, 
Division I erred in refusing to grant the Motion to Quash 
Levy And All Subsequent Attachments On Safe Deposit Box 305. 
29 
DENNIS C. JOHNSON & ASSOCIAT~S 
COURT REPORTERS 4 
MUTUAL BUILDING 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23219 
THE COURT: Good morning, gentlemen. 
I 




MR. BOWMER: Good morning, Your Honor. 
4 .. 
THE COURT: Who is the moving fo+ce 
s 
this morning? 
MR. ZWERDLING: Your Honor, I had 
7 
filed a·motion to quash the levy, which I made a rather 
8 
lengthy motion; however, procedurally, I am not sure how 
9 
the Court would want to proceed. It seems that my motion 
• 10 
to quash, the Court might want the plaintiff to bring 
11 













see if the levy should have been brought forth in the first 
place. However, I am prepared to proceed first. 
THE COURT: I think it is your 
motion and you have to proceed. 
MR. ZWERDLING: All right, sir. I 
would like to start by making an opening statement. Would 
you like me to approach the table? 
THE COURT: Go ahead an~here you 
want. You can stay there, if you want. 
MR. ZWERDLING: I will stay here, 
then. Before I start, I believe it is stipulated by 




DENNIS C. JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES 
CCURT REPCRTERS 
MUTUAL BUILDING 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23219 
for this particular safety deposit box is with the court 
• 
papers. We had subpoenaed -- is· it the yellow one? · 
5 
3 MR. BOWMER: It is a pink document, 
4 Your Honor. 
5 • THE COURT: Pink? 
MR. BOWMER: Perhaps that is the 
7 document you just had in your hand? 
a MR. ZWERDLING: On the back you see 
9 that Mr. Peters is not a lessee, but has access to the 
to box. 
11 THE COURT: This right here? 
12 MR. ZWERDLING: I believe that is it. 
ta Let me just make sure. 
14 And the stipulation is that that 
1s writing was done by a bank employee, Ms. Barbara Vance, 
1s on the front of the application. 
17 
18 
THE COURT: Which writing now? 
MR. ZWERDLING: The writing right 
19 underneath "Angelo Peters," which language says, "Mr. 
20 Peters is not lessee, but has access to box." It would 
21 be up towards the top. 
22 THE COURT: Thank you. I have got 
23 it. That was written on there by an employee? 






DENNIS C. JOHNSON & ASSOCIA res 
COURT REPORTERS 
MUTUAL BUILDING 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA :Z3Z19 
Barbara Vance, whose name appears on the other side. 
This case arises out of a lawsuit 
that was filed back sometime in 1980 by Southern Bank 
4 against Angelo J. Peters and Diamond Peters. Now, 
6 
s ·Angelo and Diamond Peters are the parents of the petitioners 
s here today. And on September 9, 1980 a judgment was 
7 entered against Angelo and Diamond Peters by Southern 
a Bank. It was a long-arm suit. The judgment amount 
s was $30,000. And that is how this·original action 
• 10 came about. 
11 Now, back in December of 1980 
12 Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming opened a safety deposit 
i3 box at Southern Bank, These two ladies, who I.will just 
14 call petitioners for brevity, were customers ,?:;goo~ . 
1s customers and are still good customers of Southern Bank. 
16 They have checking accounts, their savings accounts, 
t7 their business accounts there. They have opened a 
1s safety deposit box in December of 1980, and at that time 
ts they also allowed their father, Angelo Peters, to have 
20 access to the box. And on the contract for that rental 
21 of the box that we had just spoken about, on the back it 
22 shows where Diane and Linda, or the petitioners, have 
u signed as lessees. Angelo was not a lessee. He was 
24 scratched out of the contract, and the bank and Ms. Vance 
32 
DENNIS C. JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES 
COURT REPORTERS 
MUTUAL BUILDINI3 
RICHMOND. VIFti31NIA 23219 
1 wrote Mr. Peters --
2 
3 
4 above the language. 
s 
. ..... 
THE COURT: Where is this , now? 
MR. ZWERDLING: Sir, that is right 
THE COURT: On this? 
7 
MR. ZWERDLING: Yes, sir. You will 
7 see where Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming signed as 
a lessees and you see where Angelo J. Peters, below that, 
s and lessee is scratched out. Then you see where the bank 
10 THE COURT: It looks like deputy is 
11 scratched out. 
12 MR.. ZWERDLING: Sir? 
13 THE COURT: Deputy and lessee is 
14 scratched out. 
15 MR. ZWERDLING: Yes, sir. 
16 THE COURT: All right. 
17 MR.. ZWERDLING: Then you see where the 
1a bank, Ms. Vance, has written, "Mr. Peters is not lessee, but 
1s has access to box." 
20 THE COURT: Yes. 
21 MR.. ZWERDLING: Now, in August of 
u this· year, Southern Bank, by checking its own records, 
23 discovered that Angelo Peters had access to this box: So 

























DENNIS C. JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES 
CCUAT AEPCATEAS 
MUTUAL BUILDING 
AICHMDND. VIRGINIA 23:Zt9 
to the sheriff of Henrico County, since the bank was 
located there, to make a levy on safety deposit box 305, 
which. is the box :fn question. 
The deputy went to So?thern Bank 
8 
and was told by the bank officials that this box belonged 
to Angelo Peters. He then proceeded to drill the box 
open and make an inventory of its contents. 
Now, the petitioners here are not 
• a party to the original suit and have never been a party 
to the original suit. This was done by a levy, and it 
was not done by a writ of attachment •. And the petitioners 
were never served as a co-defendant and were never giv~n 
notice until after the acit:had:been done. 
In other wo.~~~. it is my contention 
that this box, a trespass was committed by the deputy .•. --
sheriff and by Southern Bank, because they had full knowledge 
that this box did not belong to Angelo or Diamond Peters, 
because of thier own contract, which their own bank 
employee, specifically stated that this gentleman had 
access, but was not a lessee. 
Now, in this contract, there is a 
paragraph five, and that is on the front part of the 
contract. And in paragraph five, it simply says, "If by 

























DENNIS C. JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES 
COURT REPORTERS 
MUTUAL BUILDING 
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA 23219 
person having a right of access to the box, the lessor 
9 
is forbidden to allow the box to be opened.by such person. 
The box may be closed to everyone, though the lease be 
'made to two or.three, until such act, writ, decree or 
... 
process. The lessor may ~e!use access to the box at any 
time until all charges --" 
THE COURT: What: was levied on in the 
box? 
MR.. ZWEJIDLING: Everything, Your 
Honor. They took an ~nventory on all of the items 
in the box and they have seized. the··.box,.·, . The::; 
deputy sheriff,preserltly has the key to the box at this 
particular time. And the box is still at Southern Bank, 
but the sheriff has possession of the key. 
Now, this box was bought and paid 
for by the petitioners, because they are the ones who are 
·the lessees of the box, and it is our contention, and I 
will cite the pertinent law in this matter, because the law, 
it is old law and it has been the law since October 9, 1944 
when this case was decided. 
And the law sfmply is, sfmply is, that --
and I will cite the case for you, 183 Va. 227, it is · .. 
The First National Bank of WAynesboro v. R. G. Johnson, et als. 
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attachment to become a lien on tangible personal 
10 
property, a proper levy must be made, which is done in one 
of two ways -- the officer may seize the property when it is 
in possession of the principal defendant, or even when it 
is in possession of a third party if in so doing he does 
not commit a trespass; or he may serve the writ of 
attachment on a party in possession named as co-defendant." 
Now, in this particular case, the 
petitioners were never served as a co-defendant, and the 
deputy s~eriff inadvertently trespassed, invaded the 
privacy to that box, ·bec~use he, at the time, did not see 
. '·'· 
the contract to see who actually owned the box. I believe 
he relied on the word of the bank officials. 
We have the deputy here today. 
I am going to put him on in just a minute. What I am 
saying is their privacy was invaded under the constitution, 
Amendment IV; that this box belonged to the petitioners; 
that this box is as sacred as if it was in their own 






and their personal belongings in safety deposit boxes, 
as they used to in·the old days, they kept them in the 
home as safety deposit boxes. 
Banks have a duty to their customers 
not to violate the privacy of their customers' safety 
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1 deposit boxes, except under certain terms as set forth 
a in their contract. 
11 
3 THE COURT: Is that true of Mr. Peters, 
4 he having access, very obvious access, the same access· 
s he had g9t to the 
MR. ZWERDLING: No, sir, it would be 
7 the same difference as if you allowed your father to·have 
•. 
a a key to your home, and I don't believe there is any 
9 law that says if that be the case, and he is allowed to 
10 walk in your home, that the deputy sheriff under the laws 
11 that we have ·can go and knock that door down. to make a 
12 levy on your father's goods if you haven't bee~ s~rved 
13 as co-defendant. I think the same principle applies. 
14 It is your home. It is your safety deposit box. The 
1s constitution gives you absolute privacy of your papers. 
16 THE COURT: What section of the 
17 constitution does that? 
18 MR. ZWERDLING: Amendment IV, 
t9 · Your Honor. And I have a little cite here, in fact, I .. 
20 have several cases which I will be more than happy to 
21 cite to that. 
22 ·I would like to read this cite • 
• 
aa This one I thought was most impressive when I was doing · 
24 my homework. "Of all the rights of the citizen, few 
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1 are of greater tmportance or .more essential to his peace 
12 
2 and happiness than the right of personal security, and that 
3 involves, not merely protection of his person from 
4 assault, but exemption of his private affairs, books, 
s and papers from the inspection and scrutiny of others. With-
e out the enjoyment of his right, all other rights would 
. . 
7 lose half their value. 11 146 A. at 36. The case I am· 
8 reading from, which will probably be brought tn another 
s action, I am citing the only case that I could find, 








Pacific Reporter, 2d SE. ... 
It also says, and a main argument 
here, Your Honor, is that. specifically Southern Bank 
violated the rights of the petitioners here by using 
. 
personal and confidential information to do a levy 
against a party, another party to whom these people 
were not legally connected, as far as a litigation. 
They were never involved in the original litigation. 
19 They were never even involved in an actual levy. They were 
20 never even served:with notice, and they did not do a 
21 writ of attachment where they were served as co-defendant.· 
22 Everything was done without their knowledge until every-
23 thing after the fact~ 
24 And in that same case, on page 290, 
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1 it goes further to say, "It is inconceivable that a bank 
. -
2 would at any ttme consider itself at liberty to disclose 
13 
3 the intimate details of its depositors' accounts. Inviolate 
4 secrecy is one .of the inherent and fundamental precepts 
s of the relationship of the .bank and its customers or 
s depositors. This high ethical standard.is.recognized 
7 by the defendant bank in the instant case, as outlined 
8 in the manager's deposition." 
9 The whole point of this case is that 
10 the sheriff,~and I will cite my key case, the one I cited 
11 to you before was .. The -First National Bank of Waynesboro vs. 
12 R. H. Johnson, et als., which is old law, but has never 
13 been changed. When a sheriff levies , he levies upon 
• 14 things he sees and the sheriff can go and a sheriff can 
15 break down the door, and I think it is 407, and that 
16 was in the old days, but that just means he can get a 
17 locksmith to get in. Maybe he has the right to go to the 
18 debtor's place and levy, but he has not right to trespass 
19 to make that levy. 
20 There are post judgment procedures 
21 to be followed, and in this instant case that wasn't 
22 followed. A levy was made. The deputy sheriff was told 
23 that this box belonged to the person who had access , not 
24 the owner of the box. The box was bought and paid. for by 
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14 

























they bought the box. 
., 
The fact that they let someone go 
in thei~ box.doesn't change the written word that is on 
the contract. The bank made this contract. The bank 
said Mr." P~ters was not a ,,lessee. lt.was written by 
the·bank employee who sa~~~that language, therefore, if 
.. 
they wan~~d to·try and see wha~ was in that box, they 
could have-brought t~~se parites tn as a co-defendant 
to give them a chance to bring up their arguments 
·before their private pape~s were violated. 
'- And not only were their papers 
violat_ed, they were read and they were inventoried. I 
will find out in a few minutes whether· they were copied 
or not. 
For these reasons, I don't think 
it ~s any question about this situation. That motion 
should be quashed and the contents of· ·the· box· should 
be immediately returned to the petitioners. Because 
if something like this is allowed to happen, then that 
means that your house can be personally invaded even 
though you have never had any notice of any type of court 
action at all. My house can be invaded. Anybody's 
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.society is the same thing as if you were in your own 
home, because most people keep their most personal 
papers in a safety deposit box. 
And I have for my first witness 
the deputy sheriff Henley. 
15 
. THE COURT: All right. Mr. Bowmer, 
7 you want to make an opening statement1 
8 MR. BOWMER: Yes, sir, I would 
s like to make a few remarks to the Court. 
10 May it.please the Court, I am 
11 Carl Bowmer. I represent Southern Bank. With me is 
12 Mary Metil, one of the attorneys in my office. Seated 
13 at counsel table is Mr. Thomas McKittrick, an officer 
14 of the bank. Seated behind me is Mr. Dixon Whitworth, 
ts who is counsel for the bank. 
1s The only issue before us here this 
17 morning on the pleadings as raised by Mr. Zwerdling, 
ta Your Honor,. is whe~her there was a trespass on the box 
1s of his clients, and he has showed you the contract as it 
20 exists. It is quite clear that the father of these 
21 young ladies has access to the box. 
22 If you will look at the contract 
23 for a minute, the father really has greater access to the 
24 box than does the daughters. There is a little line that 
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t says both must act. 
• 2 
3 
THE COURT: Where is that line? 
MR. BOWMER: I think it is on the 
4 reverse side of the contract. 
THE COURT: How do I tell which 
is the reverse? 
7 MR.. BOWMER: The side with the 
a most handwriting, if you would. 
9 THE COURT: That is the reverse 
• to side? 
u MR.. BOWMER: I believe so. 
12 THE COURT: Whereabouts are you 
i 3 talking? 
14 MR.. BOWMER: Look at kind of the . 
1!1 top left hand corner by the signatures. 
16 THE COURT: All right. It says, 
17 "Both must sign." 
18 MR.. BOWMER: You see Diane and 
19 Linda's names there. 
20 THE COURT: "Both must sign." 
16 
21 MR.. BOWMER: That is the daughters, · 
22 the young ladies seated over there. Angelo Peters has 
23 unrestricted access to that box. He does not have to 
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Basically it is our position that 
• 
17 
2 everybody had equal access to this box. We are a judgment 
3 creditor of Angelo Peters, which subrogated.to his 
4 rights, his property in that box. We have a right to go 
5 in there with a levy. The levy is the proper way to 
s proceed. 
7 Mr. Zwerdling has talked a little 
a bit about attachments and so forth. Attachments are 
9 pre-judgment remedies. They are different from levies. 
10 No notice is required in the case of a levy. 
11 It is basically, Your. Honor. our 
12 position that by giving Mr. Peters access, unrestricted 
13 access to this box, it is just as much his box as it is · 
14 their box. As a matter of fact,· this evidence will show 
ts it was more his box than their box. We will show, 
1s Your Honor, that the only time the two daughters ever 
17 went in that box was when the account was opened. 
18 THE COURT: Didn • t you-all lease 
19 it to --
20 MR. BOWMER: Linda Fleming and Diane 
21 Barbuto. 
22 THE COURT: They are the lessees of 
23 the box. 
24 MR. BOWMER: That is the question, I 
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1 think, the totality of the circumstances, Your Honor, 
. -
2 to see, to decide the trespass. 
18 
3 Your Honor, what we will show you is 
4 this: that the only tfme the Barbuto and Fleming ladies 
s went in that box is when it was opened. On five other 
8 occasions Mr. Peters entered the box. The box, the 
7 contents of the box in substance, contained assets and 
8 papers of Mr. Peters. 
•• 
9 There is also a very interesting 
10 letter in there by Mr. Peters indicating an intent to 
11 defraud the IRS in some way. This lends credence to · · 
12 our theorj that this whole set-up was to defeat and 
13 frustrate separate creditors such as Southern Bank; 
14 that a plea of trespass under the circumstances is 
1s highly improper. 
1e The facts of the situation are, 
17 they were joint tenants of the box, and we are allowed 
, 8 it is like a joint bank account when you co-mingle. 
19 You can go after the totality, the whole. The debtors 
20 cannot frsutrate the creditor by attempting to shield 
21 and hide assets by using a device such as they have 
22 used here. I think that will become clear as the 
23 evidence unfolds. 
24 Well, I am sure we will be able to 
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19 
1 get the documentary evidence that is available before the 
2 Court right now. I have asked Deputy Henley -- I have 
3 subpoenaed the keys to the box. The box is secure. It 
4 has'never left the bank. 
s I think it is most important for 
e Your Honor to know what is in that box, because it is 
7 the property of Angelo Peters. We can do that without 
a looking at the box, particularly some of the writings 
s in this box that really describe this whole transaction 
.. 
• to and make it quite clear what is going on. 
tt That is the procedural problem, 
12 how we might wish to handle that. There are a lot of 
t3 valuables in that box. Perhaps the Court can adjourn 
t4 and go out to the bank, if you think we have to go that 
1s far, or we can deputize someone to go out to the bank 
1s and bring the box in and we can have access to the 
17 contents. Nothing has been copied, but we do have an 
1a inventory that was made. I am sure that will be put 
ts into evidence. 
20 But it is basically our position, 
. 
21 Your Honor, that no trespass.occurred here by giving 
22 Mr. Peters joint access to the box. They give Southern 
23 Bank the right to go in there as his judgment creditor. 
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first witness? 
Henley. 
MR.. ZWERDLING: Deputy Sheriff 
THE COURT: All right. Everybody 
who is going to testify in this case, stand up to be 
sworn, all of the witnesses that are going to testi·fy, 
including the parties. 
NOTE: The witnesses and the 
court reporter were sworn. 
MR. ZWERDLING: Your Honor, I have 
13 a motion to exclude the witnesses. 
14 THE COURT: Would all witnesses, 
15 ex~ept the parties, retire out to the corridor, and 
1a. we will call you when your turn comes to testify. 
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Henley - Direct (Zwerdling) 
1 R. L. HENLEY, being duly sworn, 
2 testified as follows: 
3 
4 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
e BY MR.. ZWERDLING: 
21 
7 Q Good morning, Deputy Henley. Would 
a you give your name and position to the Court, please? 
9 A R. L. Henley, chief deputy sheriff 
• 10 of the County of Henrico. 
II Q Deputy Henley, did you have an 
12 occasion to execute a levy· in August of this year against 
13 safety dep~sit box 305? 
14 A Yes, sir, I did. 
15 Q What were the circumstances? How 
16 did you get that levy request? 
17 A Who did I get the request from? 
16 Q Yes, sir. 
19 A From Mr. Pustilnik. He brought it 
20 to me to go to the bank and make the levy. 
21 Q All right, sir. Did you go to the 
22 bank that day and make the levy? 
23 A Yes, sir. 
24 Q Did you ever get a chance to see if --
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Henley - Direct (Zwerdling) 
t Your Honor, please, may I have the contract? When you 
2 went to the bank, were you ~h~wn this contract? 
3 A I don~t recall seeing that 
4 contract, but I don't deny that I didn't, but I don't 
s recall seeing it. 
Q All right, sir. Would you take 
7 a look at the contract? 
8 A (Witness reviewing contract). 
9 Q And specifically, the last page 
10 where it is signed by Diane and Linda as lessees? I 
11 ~elieve it would be on the other side. 
12 A Other side? 
13 Q Yes, sir, right here. 
14 A Oh, yes. 
15 Q Where it says, "Diane P. Barbuto 
22 
1& and Linda P.. Fleming. lessee," and then, "Angelo Peters," 
17 and you see where lessee is scratched out? 
18 A Yes, sir. 
19 Q And do you see the language which 
20 is written below that, right below it in handwriting? 
21 A Yes, sir. 
22 What' does that say? 
23 
Q 
A It says, "Mr. Peters is not lessee, 
24 but has access to box." 
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Henley - Direct. (Zwerdling)· 23 
1 Q When you got to the bank, did anyone 
2 tell you which box to levy on? 
3 A No, we went right on in there m the 
4 office right on into the vault, and that was the box 
s that the locksmith drilled open. 
Q 
7 that correct? 
8 A 
9 Q 





Now, that box was box No. 305; is 
Yes, sir. 
How did you ascertain who was the 
I just took the bank's word for it. 
.·The bank • s word for it? 
Yes. 
Did a bank official tell you 
1s that th~t box belonged to Angelo Peters? 
16 A No, I don't believe he come right 
17 out and said that, no, sir. 
18 Q What did he tell you that gave you 
19 reason to believe that it was? 
20 A I figured they knew what box it was. 
21 We went on in ther.e and drilled the box and took it out 
22 in the other room. 
23 Q Was it your understanding that you 
24 were executing a levy on the safety deposit box of Angelo 
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Henley - Direct (Zwerdling) 
Yes," sir~ 
Was that your understanding? 
Yes, sir. 
24 
s Q Did you know -- well, I show you the 
e contract. Did you know that the box was leased by Diane 
7 Barbuto and Linda Fleming? 
8 A No, sir. 
9 Q If you would have known that, would 
to you have drilled that 
II MR. BOWMER: Your Honor, I object. 
12 What the deputy would or would not have done is really 
t3 not material at all in this case. 1-lhen a sheriff acts 
14 pursuant to a levy, he is asking as an agent. Someone 
ts is asking him to make that levy. Whether he would or 
1s would not have done that is not a proper relevance 
17 question in this proceeding. He is bound to do what we 
te ask hiDi to do. 
19 THE COURT: What is the relevance 
20 of that question 1 
21 MR.. ZWERDLING: The relevance 
22 is on the trespass. It is an invasion of personal 
23 property belonging to another. It goes further to say · 
Z4 if another party goes and asks someone to commit a trespass 
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Henley - Direct (Zwerdling) 
t and then that trespass goes to them as a principal • 
. 
25 
2 And my question is in my line of questioning here, that is 
3 from what Deputy Henley has just testified to, he took 
4 the bank's word on whose box it was. He was told the box 
5 belonged to Angelo and Diamond Peters. He was never told 
e it was leased by --
7 THE COURT: He said all that. 
8 MR. ZWERDLING: Yes, sir. 
9 THE COURT: But the question is, 
• 10 what is the relevance of what he would have done if he 
11 had been told something else. 
12 MR. ZWERDLING: Because, Your Honor, 
. 
13 I don't think we would be here. The levy. would· ... not: · -~ 
14 have been executed. 
15 
THE COURT: Well, I sustain the 
16 objection. 
17 
18 BY MR.. ZWERDLING: 
19 Q So upon the bank official's conver-
20 sation, you proceeded. It was your belief that that 
21 box belonged to Angelo and Diamond Peters? 
22 A Yes, sir. 
23 Q You proceeded to drill the box 
24 open? 
51. 
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A 
3 further questions. 
4 
s 
Henley - Direct (Zwerdling) 
Yes, sir.· 
• 
MR.. ZWERDLING: Thank you. No 
THE COURT: Mr. Bowmer? 
MR.. BOWMER: I don • t have any 
26 
• cross-examination of Mr. Henley at thi~ ttme, Your Honor. 
7 We will probably want to call htm as a witness in our 
8 part of the case, though. 
9 THE COURT: All right. Sheriff, 
10 you just wait out in the rear. 
11 
12 
13 WITNESS STOOD ASIDE. 
14 
IS 
16 THE COURT: All right. Who is your 
t7 next witness? 
t8 Do you-all want Mr. Henley excluded? 
19 MR.. ZWERDLING: No , sir, I don 't 
20 think it. is.·necessary. I don't have any objection. 
21 MR.. BOWMER: He may remain,· but 
22 I reserve the right to call him in my case, Your Honor. 
23 THE COURT: All right. 
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the witnesses I have as to my specific motion. 
27 
THE COURT: You want this introduced 
3 into the evidence? 
4 MR.. ZWERDLING: Yes , sir. 
s THE COURT: All right. This will 
e be Petitioners' Exhibit No. 1. 
7 
8 NOTE: Petitioners' Exhibit No. 1 
9 was marked and filed in evidence. 
• 10 
11 THE COURT: All right • Mr. Bowmer? 
12 MR.. BOWMER: I would make a motion 
13 to strike tpe.petitioners' evidence in this· case. He has 
14 shown no violation of law by Southern Bank. We have a 
1s contract there where Mr. Peters has access to the safety 
1s deposit box. There was a levy on that box, and that 
17 is basically all of the evidence before the Court. 
1a By giving Mr. Peters access to 
19 that box, he is like a joint tenant, and the law is 
20 clear that the bank is withint its rights in levying 
21 on property of joint tenants without giving any notice. 
u Levy was the only appropriate way to proceed in this 
~ case, because it is a post-judgment remedy against goods 
24 and chattles. Attachment is pre-judgment remedy where 
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1 certain other safeguards and procedures are required for 
2 obvious reasons. 
3 No violation of the law has been 
4 proved, Your Honor, and by making Mr. Peters, by giving 
s him access to the box, there can be no trespass, because 
e he has got the right to be there, and as his creditor, 
7 we have got the ~ight to be there also to get anything 
a he might have. There is no complaint that the property 
s in that box doesn • t belong to Mr.- Peters. 
10 Interesting enough, the only 
11 complaint is a "trespass" complaint based on that 
12 contract. But by giving him access he has more rights 
28 
13 than his daughters do in the box. They have to act together. 
14 He can act on his own. There can be no trespass when he 
15 has got the right to be there. We have the right to 
1e levy on his property if we find it there. 
17 THE COURT: All right. I am going to 
1a overrule the motion. 
1s Who is your first witness? 
20 MR. Bal-lMER: Mr. Henley, please. 
21 THE COURT: Mr. Henley? 
22 MR.. BOWMER: Yes, sir. 
23 THE COURT: All right. 
24 
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Henley - Recalled -Direct (Bowmer) 
1 R. L. HENLEY, having previously , 
2 been duly sworn, resumed the stand and testified further 
3 as follows: 
4 
s THE COURT: You are still under oath. 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
7 
8 
9 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
• 10 
11 BY MR.. BOWMER: 
12 Q Mr. Henley, in response to a 
t3 subpoena th~t you received today, have you brought to the 
14 Court the keys to the safety deposit box? 
15 A Yes, sir. 
16 Q .. When were you given those keys? 
17 A The day I made the levy. 
18 Q Where have those keys been since 
19 they were delivered to you? 
20 A Locked up in the save in the 
21 Sheriff's office. 
22 Q To your knowledge, has anybody had 
~ access to those keys other than you? 
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Q Have you been back in that safety 
. -
2 deposit box since August 18th? 
3 A Been back in there? 
4 Q Yes, sir, with the keys you were 
5 given? 
e A No, sir, not with the keys. The 
7 keys have been in there. I went back in there. I put 
a money in there. It's right there where 
9 Q I mean the safety deposit box, 
10 No. 305? 
A No, sir. No, sir. 
12 Q Has that box been safe and secure 
13 since August 18th? 
14 A Yes, sir. 
15 Q Do you have the keys with you today? 
16 A Yes, sir. 
17 MR. BOWMER: Your Honor, I am going 
1a to ask him to continue to hold them. It is our position 
19 that the contents of the box are relevant and material: 
20 in this case. We are going to ask that the box be:.· 
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t BY MR.. BOWMER: 
2 Q Mr. Henley, I show you know what 
3 purports to be a fieri facias and ask you if you can 
4 identify that? 
A Yes, sir. 
• Q Was that the fieri facias given to 
7 you pursuant to the levy that was made? 
8 A Yes, sir. 
9 Q And does that command you to 
• 10 sieze the goods and chattels of Angelo and Diamond Peters? 
11 A To levy them, you mean? 
12 Q Yes. 
t3 ,A Yes, sir. 
14 Q And this was a court process under 
. 1s which you were acting and making your levy? 
16 A Yes, sir. 
17 MR.. BOWMER: Your Honor, we would 
18 introduce that as Plaintiff's No. 1. 
19 THE COURT: Well, I am going to 
20 mark it Bank Exhibit No. 1. 
21 MR. BOWMER: The terminology is 
22 confusing. 
23 THE COURT: I am going to put it 
24 as Bank Exhibit No. 1. 
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t NOTE: Bank Exhibit No. 1 was marked 
• 
2 and filed in evidence. 
3 
4 BY MR. BOWMER: 
Q Mr. Henley, were-you present when 
e the door to the safety deposit box was open? 
7 A Yes, sir. 
8 Q And what occurred at that time? 
A When the box was drilled the 
to locksmith popped the box and we took the box out 
~· and carried it in a little room in there and inventoried it 
12 and made a levy of everything in the box. 
13 Q You supervised that process? 
14 A Yes, sir. 
15 Q Who else participated in the 
1s inventory process? 
17 A Mr. McKittrick. 
18 Q Mr. McKittrick? 
19 A Mr. McKittrick and Mr. Pustilnik. 
20 Q And Mr. Pustilnik? 
21 A Yes, sir, Mr. Pustilnik. 
22 Q Who is Mr. Pustilnik? 
23 A Bob Pustilnik? 
Q Yes. 
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A He is the attorney for the bank. 
2 Q Is he the gentleman that asked you 
3 to make this levy? 
4 A Yes, sir. 
5 Q And you pointed to Mr. McKittrick 
e who is seated at counsel table. To the best of your 
7 knowledge, who is he? 
8 A He is the vice-president. 
9 Q Did he also participate in the levy 
• 10 process? 
11 A Ye$, sir. 
12 . ~ MR. ZWERDLING: If Your Honor please, 
t3 this is their box that was levied on. We are seeing 
14 this inventory for the first time. 
15 MR. BOWMER: I would ask that the 
1a petitioners not be allowed to see this. It might become 
17. relevant.: .. later on. Counsel can see it. 
18 THE COURT: Counsel, if you are going 
t9 to introduce it as a document in this case, Mr. Bowmer, 
20 I am going to let the other side see it. 
21 MR.. ZWERDLING: I am going to 
zz strenuously object to any contents in that box, because 
23 the whole crux of our case is that •-
24 MR. BOWMER: Would you please stop 
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t reading that? 
. _, 
2 MR.. ZWERDLING: the contents of the 
3 box was -- is the private possessions of the owner of 
4 that box, and there was no right to go in that box in 
s the first place. 
8 THE COURT: I have no idea what 
7 you-all are arguing about. Give that back to Mr. Bowmer. 
8 MR.. ZWERDLING: What are you going 
9 to do with it? 
10 MR. BOWMER: I am going to put it 
11 into evidence. 
12 MR.. ZWERDLING: I am going to 
13 strenuously.object. I am going to object on the grounds 
14 of the law of Virginia. 
15 THE COURT: That is the levy which 
16 MR.. BOWMER: This is the inventory 
17 pursuant to the levy. Those are the contents of the 
18 safety deposit box 305, if the sheriff says that he 
19 inventoried them. 
20 THE COURT: I am going to receive 
21 that as Bank Exhibit No. 2. I am going to seal it so 
22 I will be the only one that sees it, but counsel for the 
23 other party will be entitled to see it. 
24 MR. BOWMER: Surely. 
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I NOTE: Bank Exhibit No. 2 was 
2 marked and filed in evidence. 
3 
4 THE COURT: You want to see it 
s right now? Let Mr. Zwerdling see it right now, Mr. Bowmer. 
• MR. ZWERDLING: Note my objection 
7 to the introduction of this. 
8 MR. BOWMER: May I approach the 
9 witness, Your Honor? 
• 10 THE COURT: Yes. 
11 
12 BY MR. BOWMER: 
t3 Q Mr. Henley, I believe my question 
14 was, can you identify that as the inventory of the contents 
. 
15 of the safety deposit box No. 305 that was made pursuant 
16 to the levy that has previously been introduced as 
17 Bank Exhibit No. 1? 
18 A Yes, sir. 
19 Q And who participated in the making 
20 of the inventory? 
21 A Mr. Pustilnik and Mr. McKittrick and 
22 I, and I got Mr. Pustilnik to write this down as we took 
23 it out of the box and checked everything in and then put it 
24 back in the box. 
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1 Q So the handwriting is Mr. Pustilnik's 
2 handwriting? 
3 A Yes, sir. 
4 Q Did you check his characterization 
s of each item? 
A Yes, sir. 
7 Q Did you initial each page on the 
8 inventory? 
9 A Yes, sir. 
10 Q And did you sign it at the end? 
11 A I believe I did, Mr. Bowmer, yes, 
12 sir. 
Q . 13 To the best of your knowledge, is 
14 that an accurate inventory of the contents of that safety 
1s deposit box? 
16 A Yes, sir. 
17 MR.. BOWMER: We would introduce that 
ta· as Bank Exhibit No. 2. 
19 THE COURT: All right. 
20 
21 BY MR.. BOWMER: 
22 Q Sheriff Henley, can you identify the 
23 document that I have just handed you? 
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What is that document? 
I beg your pardon? 
What is that document? 
That is a -- "Don Dratton drilled 
s box #305 at the request of Mr. Eaves and Mr. McKittrick 
and the Henrico County Sheriff, Mr. R. L. Henley, and .•. " .. 
7 replaced the lock and gave both keys to the sheriff." 
8 Q This was furnished to you; is that 
s correct? 
A 
Q 11 Did you request that document? 
.;. . 
A 12 Yes, sir, I did. •.. 
• .. 
MR. BOWMER: We would introduce f3 
14 that as Bank's Exhibit No. 3. 
115 
16 No. 3. 
17 
18 
THE COURT: All right. Bank Exhibit 
. .. 
NOTE: Bank Exhibit No. 3 was 
19 marked and filed in evidence. 
20 
21 MR.. BOWMER: I have no further 
22 questions of Sheriff Henley, Your Honor. 
23 MR. ZWERDLING: Just two more 
Z4 questions, Deputy. 
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I CROSS-EXAMINATION 
2 
3 BY MR.. ZWERDLING: 
4 Q Not actually going into what was 
8 in the box, but were there personal papers in that box? 
• A Yes, sir, some papers. 
7 Q Were those papers read? 
8 A I don't really recall, I don't know. 
9 Q Well, what· I mean to say is this: 








1a Mr. Bowmer. 
19 
zo BY MR.. ZWERDLING: 
21 Q 
u you, were they not? 
23 A 
24 Q 
You mean read through? 
Yes, sir. 
MR. BOWMER: Your Honor, I object 
THE WITNESS: I might --
MR. BOWMER: Excuse me, Mr. Henley. 
THE COURT: I overrule the objection, 
The bank officials, they were with 
Yes, sir. 
They looked at the papers, did they not?. 
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1 A Yes, sir.~ 
: I " 
2 MR. ZWERDLING: No fUrther questions. 
~ 
3 MR.. BOWME!b Mr. Henley may be 
4 excused, Your Honor. 
s MR.. ZWERDLING: Yes. sir, that would 
e be fine wit~.~.e. 
7 THE ,P_QURT: All right. You may be 








16 MR.. BOWMER: I call Rebecca Myers 
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1 REBECCA S • MYERS, being duly sworn, 
a testified as follows: ,: 
3 ..., 
4 DIRECT ~.EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BOWMER: 
7 .Q Would you please state your full 
a name, age and address, Mrs. Myers? 
9 A 
10 age ·21 • 













Rebecca S. Myers, 7612 Beth Road, 
By wham are you employed? 
Southern Bank. 
And at what branch do you work? 
Parham and.64. 
What are your duties at the bank? 
I am a secretary and vault custodian. 
As vault custodian, what are your 
As vault custodian? 
Yes, ma~am. Tell us what you do. 
Open safety deposit boxes, bill 
u the people and let people tn and out of their boxes. 
23 Q Explain to the Court, if you would, 
24 the procedure for leasing a safety deposit box. 
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1 : A You get out a contract, explain the 
2 contract to the people, let them sign the contract and 
3 then you have -- we keep the keys locked up in the valut. 
4 We get the.keys out. We issue two keys to the people, 
s then let them sign an entry ticket, go into th~ box, 
e let them see.that the box is empty, that they have the 
7 only two keys to get into the box, and then if they wish 
a to put something in it at that time, they can. 
9 Q Is the customer asked to go into the 
• 10 safety deposit box when the account is opened? 
11 A Yes, they can go into the box to 
12 make sure it is empty. 
13 MR.. BOWMER: Your Honor, can we show 
14 her the contract in question, Exhibit 1, I think? 
15 NOTE: Witness reviewing document. 
16 
17 BY MR. BOWMER: 
18 Q Mrs. Myers, as vault custodian, 
19 can you identify that contract as the bank's form contract 
20 for leasing safety deposit boxes? 
21 A Yes. 
22 Q Have you seen that contract before, 
23 have you not? 
24 A Yes. 
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1 Q Are signature cards kept on file in 
a the vault?' 
3 A Yes. This is the signature card.· .. ·We 
4 keep this on file. 
Q What procedure is required by the 
e bank for access to a safety deposit box? · 
7 A A customer comes in and asks to enter 
a the box. There is a little yellow ticket they sign. 
9 We go into the vault. I match signatures on the yellow 
to entry ticket with the signature on the contract. If they 
11 match, I have a guard key that opens the box. They also 
12 have a key. It takes both keys to open it. 
13 Q Mrs. Myers, I show you now some 
14 documents, and I ask you to take a minute to look at them 
ts carefully, please. 
1e A (Witness reviewing documents). 
17 Q Do you recognize those documents? 
1e A Yes. 
19 Q What are they? 
20 A These are the entry tickets in order 
21 to get into the box. And this is a card we keep on file 
22 when we do the billing and keep the date when they paid. 
23 Q Do these tickets and that card·relate 
24 specifically to box No. 305, the box in issue here today? 
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t A Yes. 
2 Q Are those the business records of 
3 Southern Bank & Trust Company? 
4 A Yes. 
5 Q And are those entries made in the regular 
e course of business of Southern Bank & Trust Company? 
7 A Yes. 
B Q And are the entry tickets for access 
9 to the safety deposit box made at or.-.;·near the· time tlie; ~~-
• 10 transaction occurs? 
11 A Right at when the transaction 
12 occurs we do this. 
13 Q And you do recognize these as business 
t4 records of Southern Bank & Trust Company? 
15 A Yes. 
16 MR. BOltlMER: Your Honor, we would 
17 move the admission of these as the bank's next exhibit. 
18 THE COURT: All right. Any objection? 
19 MR. ZWERDLING: Yes , sir • one 
20 objection. They might just be bank records, but there 
21 has been no evidence introduced that this lady was present 
22 when those entries were made. I believe those slips are 
23 foreign entry slips. I think I would want more evidence 
24 rather than just bank records. Banks make a lot of records. 
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1 If these are entry slips .• I would like to have a~.foundation 
. -
2 that the lady who is. testifying was actually there when 
3 the entries were made. 
4 MR.. BOWMER: That is the reason 
s for the model shop books. 
7 Exhibit No. 4. 
a 
9 
THE COURT: This will be Bank · 
MR. ZWERDLING: Note my objection. 
THE COURT: All of these put 
10 together will be marked as Bank Exhibit No. 4. 
11 
12 .NOTE: Bank Exhibit No. 4 was marked·· 
13 and filed in evidence. 
14 
15 MR. BOWMER: Could I show that to 
1s the witness, Your Honor? 
17 
1a BY MR. BOWMER: 
19 Q Mrs • Myers, looking at the Bank • s 
20 Exhibit No. 4, which you had previously identified, 
21 are you able to tell on what dates access was had· to 
22 safety deposity box No. 305 and who had access to the 
23 box? 
24 A Yes. 
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Q Would you take a moment and··look at 
a those records and then tell the Court who accessed the 
3 box and on what dates? 
4 A Okay. On December 29, 1980, Diane 
s P. Barbuto and Linda P. Fleming entered the box, that 
e was to open the box. And ~hen on January 2, 1981, Angelo 
7 Peters entered the box. On March 6, 1981, Angelo Peters 
8 entered the box. On April 8, 1981, Angelo Peters entered 
9 the box. On August 14, Angelo Peters ~ntered the box. 
• 10 On August 17th, Angelo Peters entered the box. 
11 Q On any of those occasions, did you 
12 handle the transaction? 
13 A Yes, on August 17th. 
14 Q Mr. Peters entered the box~ Is your 
us initial on the box? 
16 A My initials are on the box. 
17 Q Did he make any request of you on 
18 that date? 
19 A He just had gotten out of the 
20 hospital from being ill. He asked me if I would please 
21 take the box to the booth for h~. He couldn't carry it. 
22 It was too heavy. I took it for him and told him 
23 when he was finished I would come back and put the box 
24 back into the vault for him. In the meantime, his son 
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t had some in, so his son carried the box to the vault. 
2 Q Did Mr. Peters remove anything 
3 from that box in.your presence? 
4 A No, but when he came back from the 
5 booth, he had some things that had come out of the box. 
8 Q Were you present at the bank on 
7 ·August 18, 1981 when the levy was made on the box? 
a A Yes, I was. 
9 Q Who else was there? 
to A Tom McKittrick, Bob Pustilnik, 
11 the sheriff, Don Bratton and Wayne Eaves. ... 
12 Q Do you know whether or not Sheriff 
t3 Henley saw or was shown the contract, the Bank's Exhibit 
14 No. 1? 
15 A Yes, he was. 
16 Q How do you know that? 
46 
17 A Well, I had to get the contract out 
1a of the file for them, so I got it out and handed it to 
1s them, then they sat in front of my desk and showed the 
20 sheriff the contract and explained it to him with Angelo 
21 Peters signature on there. 
22 Q When you say "they", who are they? 
23 A Bob Pustilnik and Tom McKittrick. · 
24 MR. BOWMER: That is all the.questions 
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t I have, Mrs. Myers. 
2 THE COURT: All right. Any cross-
3 examination? 




9 BY MR. ZWERDLING: 
• 10 Q Mrs. Myers, when Mr. Peters came 
11 to the bank, did he usually come by himself or did he 
12 come with anybody? 
f3 A I·.~didn' t let him in the box but 
14 once, and his wife was with him. 
1S Q His wife was? What about the other 
ta times? Who 
17 A Barbara Vance, Lesley Roberts. 
18 Q Lesley Roberts? 
19 A Yes, sir. And I don't know these 
20 two signatures on here. I wasn't working at the bank 
21 the other two ttmes the other ones were made. 
22 Q Did you --you said Mr. Peters' 
23 son.. came in that day? 
24 A Yes. 
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Did he go back into the small room 
a with Mr. Peters that day? 
3 A He was almost finished there. He 
4 came towards the end. 
Q Have you ever seen Mr. Peters tn 
8 the bank before the one ttme you took htm into the vault? 
7 A No. 
8 Q You never had? 
9 A No. 
10 Q Now, when you say this contract was 
11 shown to Deputy Henley, you are talking about the --
12 A The pink contract. 
13 Q You are talking about this contract 
14 right here? 
1!5 A Yes. 
16 Q And who did you say explained that 
t7 contract to. him? 
18 A Bob Pustilnik and Tom McKittrick 
19 explained it to htm. 
20 Q How long did that-explanation take? 
21 A About five or ten minutes. 
22 Q About five or ten minutes. And 
23 did Mr. Henley read the contract, or was it explained to 
24 him? 
-· 
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1 A It was explained to h~ and he looked 









t2 don't you? 
13 
14 
15 a two-page 













You mean he was listening to him? 
Yes. He was standing right there. 
They were standing up when".it 
Yes, it was right in front of me. 
All right. Now, let me let you hold 
Okay. 
You fill out those applications, 
Yes, I do. 
Looking at the contract, it is just 
That print is not particularly 
18 In fact, it is kind of small, Q 
ts isn't it? When you open up contracts, do you usually 
20 write in separate clauses when you open up a s'afety 
21 deposit box contract? On the back is what I am specifically 
22 talking to. 
23 A Okay. You mean where it says, 
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where it says, "Mr. 
Myers - Cross 
Well, yes, look further down to 
. ..., 
Eeters is not lesseer. but has 
3 access to the box." 
4 A I have never written a box like 
5 this. I have two corporate accounts like this, but not 
8 an individual, no. 
7 Q Individual? 
a A No. 
9 Q You never put language like that 
10 in a contract that you opened, have you? 
11 A No. 
50 
12 Q Do you see where lessee is scratched 
13 out where Angelo Peters signed? 
14 A Yes. Deputy and lessee is scratched 
15 out. 
16 MR. ZWERDLING: I have no further 
17 questions. 
18 THE COURT: Anything further, 
ts Mr. Bowmer? 
20 MR. BOWMER: Yes, sir. 
21 
22 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
23 BY MR.. BOWMER: 
24 Q Mrs. Myers, as of August 18; 1981, how 
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t long had you been working at the branch where safety 
z deposit box 305 was located? 
3 A For three months. 
4 Q For three months? And to the best 
5 of your knowledge, are the tickets, Exhibit No. 4, the 
e only records of access to that box? 
7 A No. We type up a card daily, but 
8 these are the only other records. 
9 Q To your knowledge, has there been 
• 10 any other access to that box other than what the records 
11 show? 
12 A No, this is it. 
13 Q Mr. Zwerdling asked you about the 
14 form of the safety deposit box contract and showed you 
• 
15 the language that was written on the bottom of that 
16 contract. Would you normally write such language down 
17 there on your own? 
51 
18 A No. You know, it depends, yoa know, 
19 how the customer, if the customer asked me·-- it depends 
20 on the circumstances. 
21 Q You do what the customer asks 
22 you to do; is that correct? 
23 A Yes. 
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THE COURT: Anything further? 
MR. ZwtRDLING: No, sir. 
THE COURT: You may step down. 
May the witness, be excused? 
MR.. Zl-1ERDLING: Yes, sir. 
52 
MR.. BOWMER: I would like her to remain 
7 out in the hall, Your Honor. 
8 THE COURT: All right. You will 
9 remain out in the hall. 
10 MR.. BOWMER.: The next witness will 
11 be Mr. McKittrick. 
12 




17 'rHOMAS J. MCKITTRICK, III, being 
1a duly sworn, testified as follows: 
19 
20 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
21 
22 BY MR.. BOWMER: 
23 Q Mr. McKittrick, state your full 
Z4 name, age and address, please. 
1 
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McKittrick - Direct 
Thomas J. McKittrick, III, 806 
53 
2 Sandy Lane, Mechanicsville, Virginia. I am 36 years old. 
3 Q How are you employed, sir? 
4 A I am assistant vice-president with 
s Southern Bank in the commercial loan division •. 
Q 
7 A 
And as such, what are your duties? 
Handlings, loan structuring, the 
a credit department, and loan charge-offs and collections. 
9 Q Are you aware, sir, that Southern 
• 10 Bank obtained a jugment against Angelo and Diamond Peters? 
11 A Yes, sir. 
12 Q And were you involved in any efforts 
13 to collect _that.judgment? 
14 A Yes, sir, ·I was. 
15 Q Specifically, were you present at the 
16 Southern Bank branch off Parham Road and Interstate 64 
17 on August 18, 1981? 
18 A Yes, sir. 
19 Q Why were you there? 
20 A I was there with the bank's attorney, 
21 Bob Pustilnik, and the Henrico sheriff, Mr. Henley, 
22 exercising a levy that Mr. Pustilnik had obtained on 
u behalf of the bank. 
24 Q Was the safety deposit box contract 
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1 shown to Deputy Henley? 
. -
2 A Yes, sir, it was. 
3 Q Was this done in your presence? 
4 A Yes, sir, it was. 
s Q Was it also explained to h~? 
A Yes, sir. 
7 Q Who explained it? 
8 A Bob Pustilnik and I explained it. 
9 to Mr. Henley. The three of us were standing together 
to with one in the middle and the other two looking on the 
11 contract at the same ttme. 
54 
12 Q What did you tell Mr. Henley about 
t3 the contract? 
14 A We explained to Mr. Henley that the 
ts contract was in thre~ names, Mrs. Barbuto and Mrs. 
1a Fleming had joint access to the box, but Mr. Peters 
17 had individual access to the box. And we believed that 
18 the box was, in fact, Mr. Peters~ or the contents of the 
t9 box was Mr. Peters', based on that. 
20 Q Did it come to _your attention that 
21 Mr. Peters had access to this box? 
22 A Yes, sir, it had. 
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Several months ago, and it came 
55 
z about ·quite as an accident, Mr. Eaves is the branch manager. 
3 He knows Mrs •. Barbuto and her husband. And Mr. Peters 
4 was introduced at some point as Mrs. Barbuto's father. 
s And then he came in for a wire transfer. This was back 
8 in March or April or sometime, and Mr. Eaves recognized 
7 the name. He didn't know why. He called me and 
8 having responsibility for the loan charge-offs, and since 
9 he.asked me who Angelo Peters was, I immediately recognized 
• 10 the name. 
11 Q Did you give Mr. Eaves any 
12 instructions ~ith respect to Mr. Peters? 
A Not at that ttme, no, sir, other than 
14 to keep an eye open and maybe we could find out something. 
15 At that point the bank had no idea where Mr. Peters was, 
16 where he lived, his whereabouts, or anything whatsoever. 
17 Q How did it come to the bank's 
18 attention, if you know, that Mr. Peters had access to the 
1s safety deposit box? 
20 A Mr. Eaves just happened to spot 
2 1 Mr. Peters coming out with the safety deposit box one day. 
22 Q Was this fact reported to you? 
23 A Yes, sir, it was. 
24 Q Describe for the Court, please, how 
B1 
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• 
t the levy prpcedure was.physically accomplished? 
2 A I was ~t-the bank at 9:00 o'clock 
3 with Don Bratton, who is the locksmith, and Wayne 
4 Eaves and Becky Myers and a few minutes subsequent to 
s that .Mr. Pustilnik and Mr. Henley arrived. They drove 
6 up separately but arrived at the sune t~e and entered 
7 through the back. 
a We asked Becky Myers to pull the 
9 contract. The contract was explained to the sheriff, 
56 
to and he looked at it. And at_ that point he was satisfied, 
11 and instructed, either he or Pustilnik, or both, I 
12 am not sure exactly who, instructed Don Bratton, the 
t3 locksmith. We went into the vault. The locksmith 
14 drilled the lock with all three of us present. Don 
15 Bratton opened the door. 
16 At that point I volunteered, or 
t7 the sheriff asked me, I am not sure exactly, to go get 
1a the box. He was watching. · It was in full view. The 
19 three of us were walking, all of us were watching the 
20 box. We took it to a lunch room. The box was opened. 
21 Mr. Pustilnik wrote the inventory down as the sheriff 
u took things out of the box, and he would hand them to 
23 me and I 'Would try to identify them. If it was a · 
24 satisfactory identification to him, Pustilnik wrote it 
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t down. The items were set aside. 
. 
When we completed the inventory 
57 
3 of the box, everything was put back into the box. The 
4 box was closed. The three of us again took the box back 
s in. By that time Mr. Bratton had replaced the.lock. 
e ·The box was put back in the va-Ult. The door was .. :elosed. 
i 
7 It was explained to Mr. Henley that the bank couid,:.~or no one 
8 else could get in without the two keys that he was 
9 given. And at that point we left. 
• 10 Q You said that the bank could 
11 get in. Could the bank? 
,· 
12 A .The bank could not get into the box 
t3 without the two keys. No one could get into the box 
14 without the two keys, one of the two keys, excuse me. 
us Q Could we have him just identify 
ts the inventories? 
t7 Mr. McKittrick, I show you Bank 
18 Exhibit No. 2, and I ask you if you can identify that as 
19 the inventory just described by you? 
20 A Yes, sir, that is the inventory 
21 that Mr. Pustilnik wrote down. And I have initialed 
22 the pages here and signed the last page. 
23 Q They are your initials and your 
24 signature? 











McKittrick - Direct 
Yes, sir. 
And that-is the inventory that was 
Yes, sir, that is it. 
Mr. McKittrick, tn the process of 
e inventorying the box, did it become apparent that some 








It became very apparent. 
Why do you say that, sir? 
In the box --
MR.. ZWERDLING: Your Honor, I am 
12 gotng to object to any evidence on the contents of the 
13 box for the reason that I have stated, for the law that 
58 
14 I have cited. I think if anything, if this is an illegal 
1s trespass on the goods, then I think the same law applied 
1s that this evidence would be gathered as a result of an 
17 illegal entry and should not be admitted. 
18 THE COURT: The objection is 
1s overruled. I think, Mr. Zwerdling, I have got to hear 
20 the evidence before I can determine whether a trespass 
21 has, in fact, been made. 
22 1-m.. ZWERDLING: All right, sir. 
23 Note my objection, please. 
24 MR.. BOWMER: Would you read ·the 
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1 question back, please? 
2 
• 3 
McKittrick - Direct 
NOTE: The reporter read. "In the· 
4 process of inventorying the box, did it become apparent 
5 that some of the contents belonged to Mr. Peters?" 
7 THE WITNESS: Once we got into the 
a box, it became very apparent. It appeared to us it was 
9 almost completely Mr. Peters' box. There were numerous 
• 10 documents in there. It was a financial statement that 
11 listed a lot of goid and silver jewelry that as it 
12 turned out were specifically identifiable as items that 
i3 are in the pox. 
14 There were professional appraisals 
15 that were done for Mr. Peters. l~e didn't read line by 
59 
t& line on each item or any of the documents. We just wanted 
17 to identify what it was. There were two appraisals t~t · •. 
1a were done for Mr. Peters that specifically identified 
19 some of the more obvious identifiable objects in the box. 
20 There were gold and silver, I think 
21 they call them, crude ingots, that had certificates of 
22 authenticity • 'r believe, that had Mr. Peters' name on them. 
23 There were several notes payable to Mr. Peters and Mrs. 
24 Peters. There was already referred to, there was a 
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t statement, a written statement from Mr. Peters addressed 
2 to one of his daughters advising her how to process 
3 checks that he receives from California with a net effect 
4 being so she could avoid the IRS if need be. It was 
s all right there on top .. to.·his.;.daughter. 
e There were some items that were 
7 in the name of George Peters. There were several of 
8 Mrs. Barbuto's and Mrs. Fleming's. They were specifically 
9 identified as such to the sheriff, and said they were not 
• I 
to part of the levy. The sheriff agreed. They w.ere 
11 identified as such. But the greatest preponderance, 
12 less only maybe three or four, belonged to Mr. Peters, 
t3 and we believe the documents in there support it. 
14 Q Mr. McKittrick, I hand you now a 
ts document.captioned, "Accounts Receivable, Payable and 
1e Assests as of July.25, 1973, Angelo J. Peters and 
17 Diamond Peters;"· and ask you if you have ever seen that 
18 document before? 
19 A Yes, sir, this is a copy of a 
20 financial statement that is in the credit file at Southern 
21 Bank, and the original was given by Mr. Peters subsequent 
22 to the date on this statement when he obtained the loan 
23 that resulted in the charge-off we have got, and the· 
24 judgment that we are talking about at this time. 
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1 Q Would you take a moment and review 
. 
2 that statement and for the purpose of testifyin whether 
3 you can determine if any of the items described on 
4 Mr. Peters' ~inancial:.statement as being assets of him 







Would you take your time and do that? 
Sura. 
9 (Witness reviewing document). 
• 10 The statements specifically list 
"' 
11 items on an individual basis, such as one carat pear-shaped 
12 d~amond pendant; one diamond cocktail ring, two 33 point 
t3 engagement .rings; ·a woman's diamond watch. We did find 
14 a diamond watch in a diamond envelope. It was marked 
. 
1s exactly the same way in the·safety deposit box. One 
1e 18 karat'gold bracelet, very wide with engravings of 
17 Greece, that is the country of Greece. 
1e One 18 karat gold ring that 
19 was designed like a fish. That was one of those that 
20 was very readily identifiable. It goes on down the 
21 page. 
22 Q Do you see any other items that you 
23 found in the box that fit the description? 
24 A We went down the lines. We were 
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1 doing it at the time, but I don't specifically remember 
• 
2 every one of these at this time, but it was quite a few. 
3 Q I believe you testified that there 
62 
4 was also a current financial statement in the box; is that 
s correct? 
A Yes, sir, it was a financial 
7 statement as of December 31, 1980. And es~entially 
8 the same, identical format as this one of 1973. 
9 MR. BOWMER: We would offer that 
10 as the Bank • s next appropriate exhibit, Your Honor. 
11 'XHE COURT: All right. That will 
12 be Bank Exhibit No. 5. 
13 
14 NOTE: Bank Exhibit No. 5 was 
15 .. ~. ·.--·.· marked and filed in evidence. 
16 
17 MR. BOWMER: I have nothing further 




aa BY MR. ZWERDLING: 
23 Q It is MCKittrick? 
A Yes, sir. 
t 
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Q 
McKittrick - Cross 
Mr. McKittrick, that financial 







That is correct. 
Where did you originally get that? 
That was submitted by Mr. Peters 
e to the bank when he obtained the original loan. It 
63 
7 was subsequently charged-off and reduced to· the. judgment, 
a and then the levy. 
9 Q And that is approximately eight 
• to years old; is it not? 
II A Yes, sir. 
12 Q You testified earlier that you 
13 explained the contract to the deputy in the presence of 
t4 yourself and Mr. Pustilnik and the deputy sheriff, you 
15 were standing there. explaining the contract. And If I 
16 recall your testfmony, you said that you explained that 
17 all of the parties had joint access; is that correct? 
18 A All of the parties had access, yes, 
19 sir. 
20 MR. ZWERDLING: May I see the 
21 contract again, Your Honor? 
22 
23 BY MR. Zli!RDLING: 
24 Q Is this the contract you had in 
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1 your hand? 
2 A 
3 Q 
McKittrick - Cross 
Yes, sir: 
Did you explain to Deputy Sheriff 
4 Henley that Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming were lessees 
s of the box? 
e A I don't recall that specifically. 
7 Q In other words; you told Deputy 
64 
8 Sheriff Henley that they all had 3oint access to the box, 
s that is what you told hfm; is that correct? 
to A We told hfm that the two daughters 
11 together had access to the box, but that Mr. Peters could 
12 enter it by hfmself, yes, sir. 
13 Q But you did not tell htm that the 
14 two girls,,. or let • s call them the petitioners, were the 
15 lessee? 
16 A I said, I don't recall. 
17 Q And you do.see that language there 
t8 on the contract? 
19 A Yes, sir. 
20 Q Did you read him that language? 
21 A I said, I don't recall. 
22 Q You do not recall? 
23 A No, I don't. 
24 Q Did you read the letters that were 
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1 in the safety deposit box? 
2 A The letters? 
3 Q· Yes, sir. 
65 
4 A The only letter that was read, per se, 
s if you want to call it a lette~, is the statem~nt ·concerning 
e the IRS. It was only a two sentence or three sentence 
7 letter. That is the only thing that was read, per_ se. 
8 Q There were two big manila.:: envelopes 
9 in the box with Linda Fleming's name and Diane Barbuto's 
• 1o name? 
11 A I don't recall specifically them 
12 being on the inventory. 
t3 Q' Well, when you were going through 
14 the· inventory, did ·you not open all of the envelopes 
us just to see? 
16 A The sheriff and I did open all 
·-
17 of the envelopes, yes, sir. 
18 Q You opened up the envelopes even 
19 if they had the name of Linda Fleming or Diane Barbuto 
20 on it? 
21 A No, if something was specifically 
22 identifiable, it was a great big manilla envelope that had 
23 lots and lots of documents in it. We possibly would have. 
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obviously identifiable as being outrightly that of the 
girls, it was segregated and listed as such. 
In other words, that big manilla 
envelope, you did look in it to see what was in it? 
A Not necessarily the large one, one 
66 
that would not be identifiable as being all of the parties', 
yes, we would have. If· it was specifically, no, not 
intentionally. 
MR. ZWERDLING: Not intentionally. 
Thank you. 
MR.. BOWMER: That is all I have of 
Mr. McKittrick, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Did you say that on this 
Bank Exhibit No. 2 here that you-all made a list of what 
was not immediately identifiable or not that of the 
defendants, Mr. and Mrs. Peters? 
THE WITNESS : As I recall, Mr. 
Pustilnik, in looking through there, it was listed like 
the commemorative coin in the name of George Peters. It 
was listed as such. There wasn't a separate listing 
made on a separate page by itself, but it was just in 
order that he was going down the pages. There were 
about four or five items in~. the box that were obviouSly 
not Mr. Peters'. They were identified as such and listed 
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1 as such on the inventory. 
THE COURT: All right. You may 
3 step down. 
4 
s ~ : 




9 MR.. BOWMER: We call Mr. Pustilnik, 
• 10 please. 
11 
12 
i3 ROBERT A.- PUSTILNIK, being. duly 
14 sworn, testified as follows: 
15 
16 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
17 
1a BY MR. BOWMER: 
19 Q Mr. Pustilnik, would you please 
20 state your full name, age and address, please? 
21 A Ro~ert A. Pustilnik. I live at 
22 9202 Whitemont Drive, Henrico County. I am 38 years old, 
23 and I am an attorney. 
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I graduated law school in 1967 and 
have been in the practice of law since then in the 
Richmond-Metropolitan area. 
Q You are duly licensed to practice 
law in the State of Virginia? 
A I am. 
Q Have you ever been employed by 
Southern Bank and Trust Company to collect the debt of 
Angelo And Diamond Peters?: 
A Yes, sir, my firm has been the 
collection firm for Southern Bank since about 1972, and 
one of the accounts that we have handled for the bank 
as collection attorneys is the::Angelo and·.:Diamond .:Peters 
matter. 
Q· And in that connection, did you 
obtain a judgment against Mr. and Mrs. Peters? 
A I did. My confession -- my motion 
for judgment filed in the court in May of 1980. We 
ultimately contained a judgment against Mr. and Mrs. 
Peters in the court. 
Q Do you recall the approximate 
date of the judgment? 
A I thought I had the judgment order 
68 
24 here, but it is my recollection that it was in September 
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1 of 1980. It was probably September. 
2 THE COURT: There is no question 
3 that the judgment is September 9, 1980. No question? 
4 MR.. ZWERDLING: Yes, sir. I will 
s stipulate that. That is fine. 
7 BY MR.. BOWMER: 
8 Q Mr. Pustilnik, what efforts did 
9 you engage in,~if any, to collect this judgment? 
10 A Substantial efforts. I hired 
11 I didn't .hire, I had an investigator who works for my 
12 office, Tracy Skips, in trying to locate assets for 
t3 people. He was assigned this file in 1976 when Mr. 
14 Peters left Richmond. We had, in 1976, we tried to 
15 . obtain a judgment by, I guess, Mr. Peters, by confession. 
18 He left, and also foreclosure action was filed where he 
17 was living, but was later withdrawn when the file turned 
18 up, the collection file. We assigned it to the investigator 
t9 who located Mr. Peters in California. 
20 He was there for a substantial 
21 period of time. We never sent the account to a firm in 
22 California because we understood Mr. Peters had some 
23 ties to Richmond and we thought that maybe someday he 
Z4 would be back. In fact, one reason we filed the suit in 
95 
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• 1980, we hoped someday Mr. Peters would come back to 
2 Richmond and we would be able to execute in tfme. 
3 My investigator spent some time 
4 looking for him. We have had some reports from time to 
5 time about activities of Mr. Peters' about sam~ franchise 
. 
e of some kind that he had in Canada. And we bad, s.hortly 
7 before all this came up, even discussed the possibility 
a of hiring a Canadian attprney to try to attach the proceeds 
9 of some type of money that he receives from Canada. Then 
• to earlier this year we heard that he was in and out of 
t 1 Richmond, that he had been seen~. 
12 I think the first report came to me 
13 had to do with a car with temporary license tags, then 
t4 we had seen him in his car at a home on Thistledown 
15 Lane in the Richmond area. We had done a real property 
ts check and found·that this, indeed, Mr. Peters did not 
17 own any of the homes the cars were parked in front of, but 
1s possibly members of his family did. 
19 We had done a great deal of work 
20 finding him and trying to locate assets. Ulttmately the 
21 bank came to me and told me he was in and out of the bank· 
22 on occasion, that he had a safety deposit box, which he 
23 was using and that -- I don't know the testimony that 
24 you have heard this morning, but what members of the bank 
96 
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staff told me. I had reason to believe, the bank had 
• 
2 reason to believe he had substantial assets in the 
71 
3 safety deposit box of the Parham Road branch of the Southern 
4 Bank. 0 
s We talked about levying on the 
e contents of that box. Coming up to present, I obtained 
7 an execution from the Circuit i·. Court here, from Mr • 
a Grosshans and took it to the sheriff, deputy sheriff 
9 of Henrico County, Mr. Henley.' I.was with Mr. Henley 
10 when -- I called him and told him and had arrangements 
11 to meet· him in the morning. The dep~ty who handles 
12 that area was not in that morning, so Mr. ·Henley h~elf 
13 went out with me to the bank~ I was glad he did. lt 
' •• 4 
14 was an unusual situation. 
us They had already made arrangements 
1s for the locksmith to meet us over there. When we got 
17 to the bank, on the way to t~e bank, before we went, 
1a I told Mr. Henley the circumstances. 
19 When we got there we took out 
20 the contract and showed it to him and explained to him 
21 that this box was in the name of three people, that showed .. 
22 him exactly that the box was leased by the Barbutos, but 
23 that Mr. Peters had access to the box o We showed him 
Z4 the contract and told him specifically that when we go 
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• into the box, anything in there that belongs to anybody 
a other than Mr. Peters and his wife -- because they were 
3 both judgment debtors -- that this levy was only to be 
4 on property in that box belonging to Angelo and Diamond 
s Peters. 
e As we inventoried the box, we found 
7 one or two items which appeared to belong to somebody 
a else. We made a note on the inventory that one of the 
9 metals that belonged to George Peters and something else 
• 10 belonged to somebody else. But we made sure that he 
11 understood that any property that didn't belong to them 
12 was not to be a subject of hte levy. 
13 Frankly, once we had found what we 
14 had found, we thought we should send a letter informing 
1s the people the box had been levied on, that certain 
1e items in that safety deposit box had been levied on and 
17 we would take care of it in a day or so, the keys would 
ta· be released back to the people and no damage would have 
ts occurred except to Mr. Peters hfmself. And the only 
20 damage that would have occurred to htm, the fact that we 
21 filed a judgment, which we had obtained for money that 
22 he owed. 
23 Q Was the lock, in fact, drilled in 
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Yes, sir. 
And tlie box removed? 
And the box removed. Three, four 
4 of us, four of us together at all ttmes when the box 
s was opened mid the inventory was made, always myself 
8 and Mr. McKittrick and the sheriff were together at 
7 all ttmes. The locksmith was there when the box was 
a taken out. Mr. Eaves entered the roam once or twice, 
e but I don't think he was actually with us when we 
10 transported the box out of the conference room to 
11 Q Who· is Mr. Eaves? He has not 
12 been previously identified: 
13 A Mr. Eaves is Mr. Wayne Eayes, who 
14 is the branch manager of that branch. He is here 
15 today 01t in the hall. 
16 Q Mr. Pustilnik, I show you a 
17 document that has been marked as Bank Exhibit No. 2, and 
18 ask you if you can identify that? 
19 A The yellow paper is apparently 
20 something that the sheriff prepared, the deputy sheriff. 
21 The pink paper, I am sorry, the yellow papers is the 
22 inventory that we took in there. I wrote it down and 
23 initialed each of the pages, and then I turned this · 
24 inventory over to the sheriff, and the sheriff has not 
99 
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1 seen it since the day we went into the box. 
2 Q Is it your testtmony that the 
3 handwriting that appears on the yellow sheets is yours? 
4 A Yes, sir, the handwriting ontthe 
s yellow sheets is mine. We tried as best we could to 
e describe each of the items in there. 
7 Q There are also initials. Are they 
8 all your initials? 
9 A All "RP 's" are mind. 
10 Q Who else initialed this? 
11 A Mr. Henley and Mr. McKittrick. Ml:. 
12 Henley ·signed "R. L. Henley," and Mr. McKittrick put 
t3 his i~itials on each page also. At the end I wrote, 
14 "end of page 7, end of ~nventory, 





Q In the course of making the 
inventory, were you able to identify any objects belonging 
to Mr. Peters? 
A Well, actually, in the course of 
, 9 making the inventory there were several objects that 
20 certainly belonged to Mr. Peters, because they had 
21 certificates of authenticity directed to Mr. Peters, 
22 with the diamonds, several gold and other jewelry, 
23 objects, and some of them had appraisals. I don't 
24 remember the specifics. It was a watch belonging to 
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' Angelo Peters, the value on a certificate of authenticity • . 
2 And then one of the documents that was in the box was 
3 a financial statement of Mr. Peters, which compared 
4 similarly to·.one he had given the bank some ten years 
5 before. It was a 1980, late 1980 or 1981 financial 
e statement listing substantially every object there in 
7 the box as well as other numerous things and showed· that 
8 the items belonged to Angelo Peters. I don't remember, 
9 but I .think in the inventory is a statement of affairs 
10 of Angelo and Diamond Peters. I think that is how 
11 it was labeled in the box. 
12 Q ·Was there anything in the box that 
13 suggested that Mr. Peters was using this box to defraud 
14 his creditors? 
15 A Something to ... ·.' --·· some possession 
16 of Mr. Peters·that might· have been--
17 MR. ZWERDLING: I object, Your Honor, 
18 to that question. 
19 THE COURT: I sustain the objection. 
20 I think that calls for a legal conclusion. 
21 
22 BY MR.. BOWMER: 
23 Q W~s there any writing in the box· 
24 regarding the Internal Revenue Service? 
1.01. 
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1 A It was. 
2 Q Can you identify the writing? 
3 A It was a letter from Mr. Peters to 
4 somebody named Diane, who I assume is his daughter, 
s telling her how to deal with certain checks from a 
e Canadian source. 
7 
MR.. ZWERDLING: Your Honor, I object 
8 again tmder the same argument. 
9 
• to conclusion. 
tt 
12 factually what it was. 
13 
14 
MR. BOWMER: I am not asking for a 
THE COURT: I think he can testify 
MR.. ZWERDLING: Note my objection. 
THE WITNESS : The letter was 
15 right on top of the box in hiw own handwriting 
16 
directed to Diane S:Ild telling Diane how to -- what banks 
17 in California to deposit certain Canadian checks to 
t8 avoid the Internal Revenue. Finding out about the checks, 
19 I was of the opinion that they were the franchise checks 
20 that I had mentioned earlier, because we had information 
21 about the franchise checks. 
23 BY MR.. BOWMER: 
24 Q Mr. Pustilnik, was it on your advice 
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t and counsel that this levy procedure was carried out and 
2 followed in this fashion thAt you have described? 
3 A The bank came to me and gave me 
4 the facts and told me what the situation was. :·.;.And after 
s I had done my research I was of the opinion that if the 
e box were to be gone into, that if the assets in the box 
7 belonged to Mr. Peters, if any were to be reached, that 
8 the only proper way to reach them would be through levy, 
77 
9 Q And that is, in fact, what was done; 
10 is that correct? 
11 A That is , in fact, what was done. 
12 Q After the levy was completed, or 
t3 the inventory was completed,. what happened to the box?. 
14 A The box was locked up with new 
locks. 
16 MR.. ZWERDLING: I will stipulate 
17 the chain of evidence. It is pretty clear what happened 
18 with the box. 
19 THE COURT: All right. It doesn't 
20 seem to be any question about that •. 
21 MR.. BOWMER: Fine. 
22 
23 BY ~m.. BOWMER: 
24 Q Mr. Pustilnik, after the levy had 
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1 been completed, were the box customers notified of the 
2 levy? 
3 A The bank first notified them. I 
4 had written a letter dated that day, and by the t~e the 
s letter had been typed to be sent,·I had already heard 
78 
e from Mr. Zwerdling and I had already heard from, I think, 
7 another attorney concerning the circumstances. But I 
8 subsequently wrote a letter. to the same people that had 
9 an interest in the box and sent copies of it to all 
• to of their attorneys, just to save some t~e, because 
tt as soon as this happened, of course, there were attorneys 
12 interested in the matter. And I copied· them on everything 
t3 that I sent after. I thought I had a copy of that 
14 letter readily available. 
us THE COURT: Does that letter 
1a make any difference, Mr. Bowmer? 
17 MR. BOWMER: No, sir, I don't think 
18 so. That iis basically all I have for Mr. Pustilnik 
t9 at this time. 
20 THE COURT: Any cross-examination, 
21 Mr. Zwerdling? 
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3 BY MR.. ZWERDLING: 
4 Q Mr. Pustilnik, were Diane Barbuto and 
s Linda Fleming ever served with notice of a levy? 
8 A No reason to serve them with a not~ce 
7 of the levy. 
8 Q Were they ever served as 
s co-defendants? 
10 A No. There was no attachment procedure. 
11 This was a levy against property belonging to Angelo and 
12 Diamond Peters. 
13 Q Now, you were present, were you not, 
14 when Mr. McKittrick was there, Deputy Henely was there 
1s and you were there, and you explained to the deputy 
1a sheriff -- let me have the contract, please. 
17 What did you explain to the deputy 
1a sheriff about the ownerhsip of that box? 
19 A I showed hfm the co~tract and told 
20 him that that was a box th•t··.was· leased by the Barbuto 
21 girls, that both must sign, to which Angelo Peters had 
22 access and that Angelo Peters used the box, and we felt 
u certain that he had property in the box. 
24 Q So it is your testimony that you told 
1.05 
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s him Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming were the lessees? 
2 A I showed him the contract and shawed 
3 him exactly what it said. 
4 Q Did you explain to him that Diane 
s Barbuto and Linda Fleming were the leessees, but that 
e Angelo Peters had access? 
7 A I explained that Angelo Peters had 
8 access to the box. 
9 Q Did you read him the contract? 
• 10 A I didn' t read him tJ.\e language. I 
1
1 
showed the contract to him. I said, I showed him the 
12 contract and told h~ Angelo Peters had access • . . . 
13 Q After you explained that to him, 
14 that is when he drilled the box? 
15 A 
I explained it to h~ before, 
16 
when I showed him the contract again when we got there. 
17 
Let me say one thing. I use t]le.t 
18 
sheriff's office for hundreds and hundreds of executions 
19 
a year , and I in no way wanted to compromise Tom Henley 
20 
or pull any surprises on him. I showed him that and 
21 
explained the situation to him before we went into the 
22 box. I just wouldn't do that to him. 
23 Q And did subsequently, did 
24 Mrs. Barbuto and Mrs. Fleming make any attempt to remove 
:106 
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a A I don .. t know of any attempt to remove 
3 the box. After talking to you about the matter and after 
4 speaking to me, they were never even upset, they never 
s even tried to get back into the box. We made arrangements 
e to get into the box. I.told the bank that under clause V 
7 of the contract not to let them in the box until this 
8 whole matter got settled. So they, at that ttme, tried 




13 all of this? 
14 A 
So they were denied access? 
They were denied access. 
But·they·never received notice of 
They weren't -- they didn't need 
1s notice of the levy and they didn't receive notice until 
1& after the levy had been executed either. 
17 MR.. ZWERDLING: Thank you. No 
18 further questions. 
19 THE COURT: Any further questions? 
20 May this gentleman be excused, 
21 gentlemen? 
22 MR. BOWMER: Yes, sir. 
23 THE WITNESS: As a technical matter, 
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and I don't know, under these issues, whether I should 
be excused. 
3 MR.. BOWMER: I will ask that you 
4 remain, 1-k. Pustilnik. · 
5 THE WITNESS·: I can remain until 
a sometime around 12:00 or 12:30. 
7 MR.. BOWMER: What is~.:our schedule, 
8 if I might ask? 
9 THE COURT: Well, your schedule 
82 
to is about ten minutes past the time that you-~ll were allowed, 
11 and I have three non-jury eases set for 10:00 o'clock. 
12 MR.. BOWMER: What is the Court's 
13 pleasure? .I have one more witness. It would take maybe 











THE COURT: Go ahead, put him on. 
MR.. BOWMER: Mr. Wade Cheatham, 
1.08 
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e BY MR.. BOWMER: 
7 Q 
Cheatham - Direct 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
Would you state your full name, 
8 age and address, please, sir? 
9 A Wade W. Cheatham, age 38, 297 
10 MOrning Glory Road, Mechanicsville. 
11 Q What is your occupation? 
12 A Senior vice-president arid'. cashier 
13 of· Southern Bank. 




president and cashier of Southern Bank, did you have occasion 
to send a letter or a written notice to any of the parties 
I 
17 to the safety deposit box in issue here today? 
18 A Yes, I did. 
19 Q Let me see that, if you would? 
20 MR.. ZWERDLING: I will be more than 
21 happy to stipulate these letters. It is stipulated 
22 that these letters were sent·after the levy was executed. 
23 MR.. BOWMER: Yes, sir, we will· 
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things up. 
Cheatham - Direct 
MR.. ZWERDLING: If that will speed 
MR. BOWMER: I ask that these be 
marked as the bank's next appropriate exhibit. 
84 
THE COURT: Do you want to make them 
one, or ~k each separately? 
MR.. BOWMER: Yes , sir, make. them 
one exhibit. 
THE COURT: All right. That will 
be Bank Exhibit No. 6. 
NOTE: Bank Exhibit No. 6 was 
marked and filed in evidence. 
BY MR.. BOWMER: 
Q Who asked you to send those letters? 
A Really, they were sent as a matter 
of routine to notify a~y customer when some adverse 
action and legal matter or account relationship, and I 
received·the notice of the levy from the Court. It was 
sent as a matter of routine. 
MR.. BOWMER: Would you answer any 
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MR. ZWERDLING: I have none, si~. 
. -
THE COURT: All right. 
WITNESS STOOD ASIDE. 
THE COURT: What else, Mr. Bowmer? 
MR. BOWMER: That is all the 
11 witnesses I have, Your Honor. 
as 
12 THE COURT: Do you have any further 
13 evidence? 
14 MR.. BOWMER: Only the stipulation 
15 or request I would make to the Court, I would like to 
1s introduce some of the matters in the box in evidence in 
17 support of the fact that the contents of the box were 
1e Mr. Peters• possessions; and can be so verified. 
MR. ZWERDLING: If Your Honor plea~e, 
I 
19 
20 my moti_on was based on a very narro't\' line. At this point, 
21 if it has to be to that point, past that point, then I 
22 also have evidence about the contents of the box,. out I 
23 don't think that is the thrust of my motion that was'made 
24 today. So I am ready to argue my motion. 
:11.1 
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a evidence? 
3 
4 I filed, no, sir. 
s 
THE COURT: You have no further 
MR.. ZWERDLING: As to the motion 
THE COURT: Well, gentlemen, 1 
e want to hear something from the two petitioners. 
86 
7 MR..ZWERDLING: If Your Honor please, 
a I am willing to -- 1 would like to argue my point about 
9 the way this was handled under the law, and if the Court, 
10 after that ~rgument wishes to hear from the petitioners, 
11 I am willing to put the petitioners on to testify, but . 
12 I don't believe --
13 THE COURT: What motion are you 
14 talking about? 
15 MR. ZWERDLING: I believe that a 
16 trespass was made against these ladies' box, because just 
17 listening to the testimony --
18 THE COURT: Well, that always presents 
19 a problem to a Judge. I want to know whose box this is, 
20 and nobody has presented any evidence to that. You-all 
21 tal~ed about everything except that. 
22 MR.. ZWERDLING: Your Honor, I think 
23 the contract that has been presented says whose it is. 
24 THE COURT: I don't think the contract 
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1 necessarily tells me whose box that is. 
2 MR.. BOWMER: I think 
3 THE COUR:r: If you want to know 
4 whose box it is, you have to know how it was set up on 
s the'day, on December 29, 1980. I have got no evidence 
8 whatsoever, except a piece of paper. 
87 
7 MR. ZWERDLING: I would be more than 
a happy to put my petitioners on for that explicit point. 
9 THE COURT: Well, that is what 1 
10 want to know, why they opened it up and what: tbey>.were 
11 opening it up for. 
12 MR.. ZWERDLING: I wol)~d like to put 
13 them on for that specific purpose. 
14 THE COURT: All right. 
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Barbuto - Direct 
1 DIANE BARBUTO, be~ng duly sworn, 
2 testified as follows: 
3 
4 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
·-i 
e BY MR.. ZWERDLING: 
7 Q I don't have to ask you· your name, 
a you are Diane Barbuto? 
9 A Yes, sir. 
• 10 Q And you are the petitioner in this 
11 action? 
12 A Yes, sir. 
13 Q You opened up a safety deposit 
14 box on December 29, 19801 
15 A Yes, sir. 
88 
16 Q Why did you open up a safety deposity 
17 box on December 29, 19801 
18 A Because I don't have one as such, 
19 and I had some papers and some possessions of mine that I 
20 felt should be in a safe place. 
21 Q And is it your testimony that in 
22 Virginia this is the only safety deposit box that you have 
23 with your sister? 
24 A Yes, sir. 
tl4 
... 
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Q 
Barbuto - Direct 
:That you use. And did you pay 
2 for that safety deposit box? 
3 A Yes, sir. 
4 Q How did you pay for that safety 
5 deposit box? 
A By a personal check. 
7 Q And is that personal check 












20 it back? 
21 A 
22 Q 
That is mine and my husband's. 
When did you write this check? 
December 29, 1980. 
And is that of last year? 
Yes. 
And how much was the amount of the 
$50.00 
Which bank was it drawn on? 
United Virginia Bank. 
The check was cashed and you got 
Yes, sir. 
Just to save on cross-examination, 
23 did you -- I would assume that you and your sister 
24 opened the box for both of you? 
1.15 
89 
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A 
3 of the question. 
4 
s withdraw that. 
e 
7 BY MR. ZWERDLING: 
8 Q 
9 box? 
• 10 A 
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Right. 
MR.. BOWMER: I object to the form 
MR.. ZWERDLING: All right. I will 
Did you put anybody else on that 
My sister and I were the only ones. 
access for reasons of ours, as far as 
Why did you put h~ on the box for 
Well, from t~e to time he runs 
. us errands for me. He is retired. He does a lot -- my 
1a husband has a company and I do all of the book work and 
17 run a one-girl office. From time to time I have needed 
18 errands run and he has done many favors for me, even 
19 making deposits and even going to the grocery store. And 
20 we felt that having access to the box, he could, if I 
21 needed it, if the occasion would arise, he would do me 
22 a favor. 
23 Q Was it your intent that he be an 
24 owner of this box? 
u.s 
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A 
Barbuto - Direct 
No. 
MR. BOWMER: Objection. I object 
3 to the form of that question. Also, it is a legal 
4 conclusion. 
s THE COURT: I overrule the objection. 
e MR.. ZWERDLING: Thank you, sir. 
7 
8 BY .MR. ZWERDLING: 
9 Q Now, look at the back of the 
10 contract, please. 
11 A Yes, sir. 
12 Q The other side. 
13 A (Witness complied). 
14 Q Now, you and your sister · · · r 
1s have\signed as lessees; is that correct? 
A Yes.·· sir. ' : ·~ 18 
17 Q Is that the way you wanted the 
18 ownership of the box to be? 
19 A Yes. 
20 Q You wanted your father to have 
21 access; is that correct? 
22 A Yes, sir. 
23 Q And did you make -- did you ask one 
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so that it would be that way, that he·would have access, 
but would not be an owner? 
A Right. We explained to her and 
4 told her the reason, and that is what she put:.. She 
s wrote this in here. 




A "Mr. Peters is not lessee, but has 
a access to box. " 
9 Q Did not, in fact, they scratch 
• to out lessee where your father signed? 
11 A Yes. 
12 Q And on the other side where your 
f3 father si~ed, is he shown as a lessee, or have his 
14 name in the blank? 
1s A Just his signature is in the blank. 
16 Q Now, you heard testimony earlier 
17 that several entries were made by Angelo Peters. 
A 
t9 Were you present at some of those Q 
20 openings? 
21 A Yes, I was. 
22 Q You went with your father to the 
23 bank? 
24 A Yes, I did. I did not sign the 
11.8 
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1 paper, the one he was talking ·about, but I was present 
2 with him. 
93 
3 Q Did you go with him when he got the 
4 box? 
s A Well, on one occasion I recall I was 
e talking with someone at the bank. He went ahead and 
7 signed for it and took the box. I.met him in the b~ck 
a roam where you can open up the box, a private roam 
9 where you can open up the box and have some privacy. 
10 Q You have had your father go into 
11 that box and put papers in of yours from time to time? 
12 A Yes, sir. 
13 Q Valuables from time to time, have 
t4 you not? 
15 A Yes, sir. 
16 Q In fact, Sou them Bank is your bank, 
17 is it not? 
18 A Entirely. 
19 Q Don't you keep your savings accounts 
20 there? 
21 A My savings accounts, our 
22 Q Checking? 
23 A Our .. company's accounts, our checking · 
24 accounts. 
tl9 
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Q 
Barbuto - Direct 
Doesn't, in fact, your husband have 
2 safety deposit boxes there? 
3 A Yes, he does. 
4 Q So it is your testimony that this 
s is your safety deposit box? 
MR. BOWMER: I object to the form. 
7 It is leading. 
a THE COURT: All right. 
9 MR. ZWERDLING: Whose safety 
• 10 deposit box is it? 
11 MR. BOWMER: I object. It calls 
12 for a legal conclusion. 
13 
14 factual. Go ahead. 
15 
16 







THE COURT: I think that is 
MR. ZWERDLING: Thank you, sir. 
Whose safety deposit box is that? 
It is mine and my sister's, Linda 
Who paid for it? 
I did. 
MR.. ZWERDLING: I have no further 
24 questions. I would like to introduce this check, Your 
1.20 
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1 Honor. I think Mr. Bow.mer has seen it. 
2 MR. BOWMER: That is fine. 
95 
3 MR.. ZWERDLING: This is the check which 
4 I would ask to be, I think my No. 2, written to Southern 
Bank for payment of the safety deposit box. 
THE COURT: Petitioners' exhibit 
7 No. 2. 
8 
9 NOTE: Petitioners' Exhibit No. 





1s BY MR.. BOWMER: 
16 Q Mrs. Barbuto, identify for the Court 
17 each possession of yours that you put in this box that you 
18 cla~ is yours. 
19 
20 
MR.. ZWERDLING: Your Honor, I object. 
THE COURT: I sustain that objection. 
21 You are on cross-examination. He didn't go into that. 
22 MR. BOWMER: She says it is her 
~ box. If it is hers, she ought to know what is in it~ This 
24 is a critical part of this case. The evidence thus far shows · 
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1 that a substantial amount of i~ is Angelo Peters'and not 
2 hers. And she says it is her box. 
3 That is why I didn't want her. to 
4 read the inventory, but she kept peeking over the shoulder 
s of her a~ so she could get ready for this.question. 
e It is a very relevant, pertinent question. If it is her 
7 box she ought to ·know, what is in it. 
8 THE COURT: Well, I will let you ask 
9 what was in the box that belonged to her. 
• 10 MR.. BOWMER: I want to know what she 
11 put in it. 
12 THE COURT: You can ask what she 
13 put in the pox. 
14 MR.. ZWERDLING: Your Honor, for 
1s the record, she has testified, and I put her on for the 
1s specific pur.pose, which I stated before, of ownership 
17 of the box. And I make my arguments that the ownership 
1s of the box is the same thing as owernship of a home. And 
19 I don't think she is under any duty 
20 . THE COURT: I am going to let her 
21 answer that. Go ahead. 
22 MR.. BOWMER: Would you read the 
u question back, please? 
24 MR.. ZWERDLING: Would you have him 
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1 ask the question again, please~ specifically 
97 
2 THE COuRT: Mr. Bowmer, restate the 
3 question. 
4 
s BY MR. BOWMER: 
• Q Identify· all of your possessions 
7 that you put in that box. 
8 A 1 am going to -- it is quite 
9 lengthy. I am going to tell you what I can remember 
10 without anything in front of me. 
11 Starting off, I have a Bicentennial 
12 coin. I have a man's watch in there. There is a cross 
13 with a diamond in the center. I have a deed of trust 
14 on three houses that belong to my husband and myself. 
1s There is jewelry in there. There is a diamon4 ring, 
1a over two carats. There is a diamond watch. There is 
17 three small diamonds rings. 
18 There is a pin:,: .. and it is a 
1e figure -- it has a black head with diamonds in it. There 
20 is a diamond cocktail ring. There is a woman's gold 
21 watch, 14 karat gold watch. I don't know if I said or 
22 not, there is a woman's watch also with diamonds. 
23 There is a horseshoe ring. There is another ring that· 
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There is a ring, I believe you: 
brought this into the testimony, it has a fish. It is 
3 a woman's ring. There is another ring with a Mexican 
4 coin on it. There is a diamond necklace. It is a tie. 
s It can be pulled. up. It is 14 karat gold with·diamonds 
e on the bottom and on the part that they pull up. There 
7 is also a diamond pendant. 
a I am trying to recall everything 
9 else. It is quite lengthy, like I said. There is 
to other jewelry. 
11 Q To your knowledge, does your 
12 father claim any interest in this property? 
.A It is hard to explain that. The 
14 property was given to me as collateral on a note. It 
ts was -- I put the jewelry in the box myself. It was given 










By my father. 
When? 
Oh, back when we opened the box. It 
21 wasn't put right in then. I think we put it in in April 
98 
22 sometime, March or April. I don't recall exactly when, but 
23 it was put back approximately around that time. 
24 Q Tell us about the note. How much was 
!.24 
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A My father had owed me over $20,000. 
I don't know the exact figure. I have to pull the records 
for that. And I believe too in the box was a piece.of 
s paper stating that,·· that he owed me that money. This was 
e from personal loans I had made·· to~·him .. over .. a .co.urse .. of_time. 
7 Q So the evidence of the note is in 
8 the box? · 
9 A There was a piece of paper that 
to was supposed to be in the box that said that he owed me that 
11 amount of money, yes, sir. 
12 Q Is it a formal note? 
13 A No, it is not a formal note. It 
14 is put on a piece of paper. He did this. 
15 Q But if we went in the box, we 
t6 could find the paper to corroborate your testimony about 
17 a $20,000 loan? 
18 A There should be.a.piece of paper 
19 in there stating that -- this is something that was 
2o put in there later. If you get around to the $20,000, 
2t I have something, I have proof of that, of my loans to 
22 him. Is that what you are referring to? 
23 You have listed all this jewelry 
24 that prior testimony said that was listed on your father's 
1 
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statement as belonging to h~? 
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2 A Yes, sir, right. That statement, if 
3 you recall, that statement was dated December of '80. 
4 Things changed considerably since then as far as the 
s loans I made to h~. And because of that, I guess you 
8 could say that the statement was not updated. By that, 
7 I mean things have changed since that statement was made 
a by him. 
- ;. 
9 The financial statement was papers 
• 10 I put in there. They weren't put in by him. I put them 
11 in there. My father always gave me his papers, because 
12 I being the eldest daughter, and you know, wills, et 
t3 cetera, that if anyehing happened to h~ I would be aware 
14 of what was going on. I have always had his papers. 
us· These were mine, though. 
18 . Q You have got the contract with-: the 
17 bank in your hand there. Did you instrct Barbara Vance 
1a what to write on that contract? 
19 A I didn't tell her what to write on 





a sister, I wanted the box for our personal use and that 
my father -- my father, you know, had access to the box 
in case he needed to do a favor for us or just because, 
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Q Your father lived in California, 
though, didn't he? 
A Yes. 
Q How did your father do favors for 
you in California? 
A He came to visit from time to time. 
He made several visits with my mo.ther, and while he was 
down, like I said, he was retired, and while he was 
here, 4 ·.for something to do to keep him busy, we gave him 
things to do. 
Q Mrs·. Barbuto, this is your father's 
box to hide his assets from his creditors,. wasn't it? 
A No, it was not, sir. 
Q Why did your father enter that box 
five times, according to the bank, and according to the 
bank, you never entered it once except to open it? 
A The way you say it, we never even 
went to the box. I was with him on at least one or two 
occasions. I did not sign the paper. On one occasion, 
I was with Wayne Eaves talking about some corporate 
business, and at that time I instructed my father to take 
the box out ·and: I will meet him in the back room. There 
was no need for me to go sign out, because I was busy 
at the time. 
101 
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1 It was another occasion when 
2 my father ran errands for.my sister or took out papers 
3 for me from the box. On another occasion, he took 
4 some birth certificates from me. 
s Q Can I have the contract, please? 
A Sure. 
7 Q Why was the requirement that both 
a must sign as to Diane Barbuto and Linda Fleming? 
9 A To be honest, I didn't -- I 
102 
• 10 wasn't aware that we both had to sign. You are talking, 
11 when we go to the box? 
12 Q Yes. 
13 A No one ever explained that to us. 
14 How I felt and how it was explained to me and through 
1s business is that either/or. Now, I didn't know that we 
1e both had to sign to go into the box. 
17 By access I told her, and she said 
1a if my father goes there for an errand for me or for my 
1s sister, can he do it by htmself. She said, yes, all 
20 that he has to do is sign for it. That is the reason 
21 why he signed on the bottom of that paper. 
22 Q Did you tell her to put both must 
23 sign for you and your sister, that you had to act together 
24 to get in that box? 









I was not made aware. 
You dionrt know that? 
That we both had to sign for it? 
4 No. I would say either I or. 
s Q And the only time both of you signed 
e for it was when you opened the box? 
7 A Right, as far as physically. We did 
e go to the box, but not sign for it. If you understand 
9 what I am saying. 
10 Q I don't understand why both you and 
11 your sister would have to sign together, but your father 
12 could go in without anybody co-signing. 
13 A I don't understand, so --
103 
14 MR. ZWERDLING: I think he is getting 
1s argumentative. 
16 
THE COURT: She said, Mr. Bowmar. 
17 THE WITNESS: She didn't tell me 
1a that when we signed it. 
19 
20 BY MR.. BOWMER: 
21 Q You knew this other part, you were 
22 very familiar with that. You weren't familiar with the 
23 other requirement on your box? 
24 MR.. ZWERDLING: Your Honor, ·she has.·: 
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1 answered the question t»rice. 
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2 THE COURT: I will let her answer it. 
3 THE WITNESS: _Would you repeat the 
4 question, please? 
e BY MR.. BOWMER: 
7 Q You testified very accurately and 
a vividly that you knew your father could access the box, 
9 but he was not a lessee. Somebody made very certain 
• to that was put that way. That was your intent; is tqat 
11 right? 
12 A Let me explain this to you. When 
t3 we leased the box, we explained the whole situation to 
14 the woman, who I believe was Barbara Vance. Everybody 
. 
15 testified that we told her that it was going to be a 
16 joint box; that I wanted it for possessions, because I ... . . 
17 didn't have a box. My sister wanted one. We were going 
1a to share it, and that to please let my father have access-
t9 to the box. 
20 Now, at that time I did not realize 
21 that we both had to sign to get into the box. That was 
22 not stated to me. 
23 Q It was a joint box. You all had 
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.. A 
Q 
Barbuto - Cross 
As far as getting into it, yes. 
. -Except for the time the box was 
105 
3 opened, was there any time when you and your sister accessed 
-· 
4 the box by both signing the.cards? 
5 A We were present and we went t~ere 
e to put papers and take papers out, but we did not, per se, 
7 sign that yellow piece of paper. 
8 Q Your father signed the card for your 
9 box, right? 
10 A He signed to get in. :.:-At~·the.:.time 
11 I was busy. Another ttme she was busy, but she was there. 
12 Q You know your father went in the 
13 box on five occasions? 
14 A That is what was stated. 
us Q Were you there with htm each time 
16 he went in the box? 
17 A Two times I was there. One time 
1a he went solely for my benefit, only because I could not 
t9 go that day and I needed my son's birth certificate. 
20 ·q Were you always too busy to sign 
21 the card? 
22 MR. ZWERDLING: I would object , 
23 Your Honor. I think that is argumentative. 
24 THE COURT: I sustain that objection. 
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1 BY MR.. BOWMER: 
2 Q 
3 in the box? 
4 A 
Barbuto -_ Cross 
What things of your father's are 
Without seeing the box, I have no 
s idea. At the time, I didn't think anything was in there 
e was was his. Everything that was put in there originally 
7 was mine and my sister's. Some stuff in there belongs to 
a my brother and to my other sister. 
9 Q You had no objection to having your 
• 10 father be able to have access to the box? In fact, you 
11 wanted him to have access to it? 
12 A The access was purely for the fact 
t3 of doing errands for us. If he put anything in it, I 
t4 have no knowledge to ·that. He might have. I am not 
15 saying. I don't know. 
16 Q It would surprise you if any of 
t7 these things were in the box; is.that what you are saying? 
18 A It wouldn't surprise me. I mean, 
19 I told him I didn't really tell him --
20 Q You told him he could use the 
21 box? 
22 A No, I did not tell him he could use 
23 the box. The box was for me and my sister, and if he put 
24 anything in it, it was without my knowledge. He did not 
-..~z 
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t tell me, per se, I am putting this in your box. He did 
2 not. 
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3 Q You don't know what he did with the 
4 box, then? 
. :. 
5 A I know I sent him to go to the bank. 
e And the times I was there, I know what was done with the 
7 box. 
8 Q Are you aware of the letter to you 
9 · concerning the IRS that has been testified about today? 
10 A No, I am not. I have no idea. 
11 Q You have never seen that letter? 
12 A No, I have not. 
13 Q Your father has never given you any 
t4 instructions on how to avoid the IRS? 
us A I don't know what you mean by 
ta avoiding the IRS. I am not --
t7 Q Not pay taxes. 
18 A My father pays his taxes. You would· 
19 have to prove differently to me. 
20 Q Mrs. Barbuto, at any time have you 
zt ever complained to anybody that Southern Bank broke into 
zz your dad's safety deposit box? 
A Yes. I did not ~~y my dad's safety · 
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Q 
Barbuto - Cross 
No. That is my question. Did you 
ever say that Southern Bank broke into your dad's safety 
deposit box? 
A No, sir. 
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Q Have you ever told any a~torney that? 
Did you ever tell Mr. Wolfe? 
A Tell Mr. Wolfe that he broke into 
my father's safety deposit box; my dad's or my father's 
' 
safety deposit box, or any words of similar import? 
A No, sir. 
Q It is your testimony you have never 
made such a statement? 
A I don't see why I have a reason 
to say that. 
Q I just asked, yes or no, did you 
ever tell, specifically Mr. Wolfe, that they broke 
into my dad's or my father's safety deposit box? 
A No, sir. 
MR.. BOWMER: No further questions. 
THE COURT: Anything further? 
MR. ZWERDLING: No, sir. I could 
put Mrs. Fleming on for cumulative about the ownership. 
THE COURT: Let me ask you a 
question. 
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t EXAMINATION BY THE COURT: 
z Q You say your father gave you these 
3 items as security? 
4 A Yes, sir. 
s Q When did he give it to you? 
8 A To give you a specific date, I 
7 couldn • t. I would say around March or April, around 






March or April or which year? 
Of this year, sir. 
1981? 
Yes, sir. 
When was this this account was 
14 opened in December, December 29, 1980? 
15 A Right. 
16 Q And they were not put in at that 
17 time? 
18 A No, sir. 
19 Q Where did your father give them to 
20 you? 
21 A Where did he give them to me? 
22 Q Yes. Where were you and your 
23 father when he gave you these things? 
24 A He gave them to me at my hotne. 
135 
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Q 
A 
3 County, Richmond. 
4 Q 
Barbuto - Court 
Where is that? 
10513 ~istledown Drive, Henrico 
And then what did you do with them 
s after you got the security for the indebtedness? 
A I held onto it for a while, then 
7 it was brought eventually to the box. 
8 Q Who carried them to the box? 
9 A My father and I both did. 
• 10 Q Do you know what date that was? 
11 A No, sir. Oke I said, it was either 
12 in March or April. I don't recall exactly. 
13 . Q Who pJ;lysically put them in that box'l 
14 A Physically? I guess you would say 
1s both of us did. 
16 Q Well, did you have them in your 
17 possession when you went to the box that day, or did your 
1a father have them? 
19 A They were in my possession. I 
20 gave it to him. 
21 Q At the bank? 
22 A At the bank, yes, sir. I guess you 
23 would say it was in both of your possession. We both went 
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Q 
Barbuto - Court 
Actually. these things, what you are 
. -
2 saying, still belonged to your father, but you had them 
3 as security for the debt? 
4 A Yes, sir, he owed me a considerable 
5 amount of money, which at that time he couldn't pay me 
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e ·back. So I guess to show good faith, he gave me this jewelry 
7 and told me to hold onto it. And he also, at a later 
a point in time, gave me something in writing to stipulate 
9 the same. And I was told to hold onto it until he paid 
to me back the money in full. 
THE COURT: All right. You may step 
12 down. 
13 MR.. BOWMER: Your Honor, I would 
14 like to say this and reserve for further rights, I am 
15 taken by surprise that she has taken the position that the 
te property in the box is hers. 
17 THE COURT: Well, wait a minute, 
1a Mr. Bowmer. Do you have any more questions for the 
19 witness? 
20 MR. BOWMER: Not now, no, sir. 
21 THE COURT: You may step doWn. 
22 
23 
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THE COURT: Does anybody else 
have any evidence that you want to put on? ... ~ .. 
MR.. ZWERDLING: Your Honor, only 
4 Mrs. Fleming, unless you want to stipulate that what 
5 she is going to say is she was the lessee. I ~ean, I 
e want to put her on for that specific purpose, if the ... 
7 Court wants it. It would be cumulative. 
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8 THE COURT: It is. just corroborative. 
s I don't see any need to put her on. 
• 10 MR. BOWMER: My statement, I am 
11 surprised by this witness' testimony as to the possession 
12 of some of the items in·the box, particularly the 
t3 testimony ~bout the $20,000 debt and the collateral 
14 security. There are things in the box that relate to 
t5 this. We need to get in the box to be able to affectively 
ts cross-examine, and perhaps further impeach this witness. 
17 I·want to reserve that right. 
18 MR.. ZWERDLING: Just in answer to 
ts that, I don't know why he is surprised. We haven't had 
20 any access to this, our box, our own personal 'property. 
21 We have testified as to the contents of our box~ Our 
22 whole motion here, or whole thrust here, they are doing 
23 the trespass. They are taking our items and using them 
24 illegally. 
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I THE COURT: Gentlemen, I am not going 
a to listen to the argument this~ morning because of time. 
3 I am going to give you-all until October 23rd, and I 
4 want you to give me simultaneous memoranda of law by 
s next October 23rd, as to the law pertaining to the £acts 
e. · that you heard here this morning. 
7 MR.. BOWMER: Yes, sir. I guess, 
' 
8 depending on the decision at that time, will we be given 
9 the opportunity to go into the box and look for some of 
10 these things which she says are there. 
11 THE COURT: Mr. Bowmer, the evidence 
12 is in. We just can't hear these things piecemeal. 
13 MR.. BOWMER: I reserved, the 
14 subpoenaed the keys, I explained_ to Your Honor at the 
1s commencement of this proceeding that I thought it was 
1e thoroughly relevant. Now it is even more relevant. I 
.17 have no way of impeaching this witness --
18 THE COURT: You had a list of every-
19 thing that is in the box, specifically, this document 
20 here, this Henley inventory, and you can use this to 
21 identify, to check her testimony. 
22 MR.. BOWMER: But not to check her 
23 testimony about the $20,000 note, whether there is an 
24 agreement about collateral or anything. 
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THE COURT: Well, let me tell you, 
114 
2 as far as I am concerned all of the evidence is in, and I 
3 am going to decide the case on the evidence that I have 
·•. 
4 heard here this morning. 
s 
~· . . 
MR.. BOWMER.: Please note . our exception 
e and objection that the box does contain material evidence 
7 in the case, that we should be allowed ·eo put on. 
8 MR. ZWERDLING: If Your Honor please, 
s we will never get a transcript next week. This will be 
• 10 a memorandum of the law on the issues? 
11 THE COURT: That is right. I want 
12 to know the law based on the facts that you have heard 
13 here today._ And, Mr. Bower, I don't think going into that 
14 box is going to do any good, really, to tell you the truth. 
15 MR. BOWMER: I have got reason to 
·16 believe it would impeach that witness' testtmony. 
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"lAue of Safe Dopc.lt Box BF More ThaD 011e Leuee." FORM tOSZ 
~ lOX NO. -~---==~--- INITIAL RENT PAID---------- RENTAL $ C5{) 'G;) 
(0011 AIIIIUALL' Ill AD"IAIICIIJ 
SOUTHERN BANK AND TRUST COMPANY, RICHMOND, VA., 
the Leuor, Ill CO!Ialcluadon of tlao foresolllll' re11tal. tlao I'IICIIIPt of tho lllltlallaatallmoat of whlda 11 hereby adcaowl-
edled b,. thae pnte~~ta leue1 u~ato tho uadenlped L1111M1. Ill nfo dopoalt box beulllll' tile aboYo Dumbcr/.Md..Jhe 
IP&c:lt.lleeeu&IT for Ill reeepboDo 11tuate lu Ill Safe Deposit Vault ID Ita blnklllll' boaM, for a period to _£'21 
-~-OU==c::.....,.--- naawable Ill •ublcqu11ont tiii'IN of one :rear each, upon tho 1amo ~reural tenu, co~adltlou and 
ur-onll, u are herein contained, ud 111 tho e•eDt tlaot a HDowal leaH. ba writlq, •ball Dot be aec:uted a11d cle-
hftred, tbla tbll lutrwneat lba1l of ltlell operate ... a~ad be halcl to be a re~aewal or IUcceAIYe reaewall hereof, 
1ubJoot to the rlcht of ca11eellatloa .. hmllu provided, 
Le..or ud LCIMCI COYenant &Del arne to and with cacla other that •aid ba ucl laid 1pace II lauocl 1ub.Joot to 
tho followlac terma, eondltlo111, apeemoata, rull& ncl recal•tlou: 
1. Lalor raerves tho rlsbt to cued aa)' 1 .... after tan cla:r•' notice b,. mali to tlao aclclnu ou Ita records a~acl 
tho return ol tho unearned relltal for the u~aoxplred term of tho lcaM. 
2. Papon mUit not be osamlned within tho nult, but In room• whlda tho La1or •hall prorido for tbat purpOH. 
LaM~& thiiDIOI•~& must remoYO a~ad ropllce their bGIL Shoald an atteadant baadlo tbo box u au aceommodatlo11 to 
tbo Lalel&, lelaor auumaa llO llabllltl' therefor. 
I. Leuor aball uuder DO drcumlten-. except u prorided Ill P&ralrliiPh t, be conaiDrecl .. a b.Uee or othor-
wtM hcnnoe'lel' In coatrol or JH~D~&~ion of tho contonll of tho loued box, tho relation of tho Lcuor and Lalee, nil• 
cJer thll qrecmont. bolne tbat IOIII:r of llndlord a11cl tenauta. 
C. Tho •aulta ma:r be whollr alq~ed upon anr natlo~aal, atate or dt)' hollcla)', or upolf anF other cia, when, Oil ac.-
couut o1 moM. uuuaual crowda, clollq of Clearlne Ho- Alsodatlon, acta of God. or for an~ other rcuoa aald 
Leuor 1ball deem 111ch d011lnc prudent and proper, and tbo L-r •haU baYO tbe exal111lve rlcht to ftx tho houn tor 
oponlae and clollllC the nme. aucl laid houn mQ b~ It be cha11nd from tl1110 to time. 
15. If br anr act, writ. deerco or pro.g of anF court aaalnat an)' penon havlnc rlcht of acce~~ to a 'ba: the 
Leuor II forbldcleu to allow the ba to be opened bJ' such peraoa, tho box mar be cloled to eft17 0110 tbouch the 
r.... be made to two or more, u11tD 1uda act, writ, deeree or pro- be &DIIullad. Tho La10r mQ refuo accca to 
the box at anr time uatU all charce~ con11octed with tho box have beeu paid. 
L Lalor wW retain DO ken wblda wiU open an~ IUIOCI ba, and upon the aurnnder of aald ba, tbo leer• 
thereto naut be returncO lmmedJatel)'. Any expe1110 Incurred bJ' tbe Leuor 111 OPIIIIIIC or repalrlq said box or tho 
doors endoal11c tlao 101111. or Ill alaanclnc tho locks tb-n. occaaloned bJ' the lou of a keJ' or Jc~:r~, or IIF failure to 
dollftl' tho 1amo at the time of cancallltlon or IUrnllder, muat be paid b~ tbo I.cuea. ~mat llotlfF Leuor at 
oace If a koJ' II lolt. 
1'. LaMa 1ball clore the Lalor hla aacl her •lpaturaa, and that of their acoat or deputJ, ahoulcl tbOJ' appoint ar, 
' nd 1uala aleutures 1ball be condiDIYO eridence of tbe Laleel' Jcnowledeo of and -11& to the ru1el aacl reculatlo111, 
ud thll 1haU, without repetltioll, appiJ' to all renewall, and aubacquent loues ot boxa from Laaor to I.-. 
8. The lla11Wl)' of Leuor In rapeet to proJ)OI't)' de1101lted In aald ba II limited to ordlnarr care In tho perform• 
once b)' employeu and oftlcen of Los10r of their dutlea. and ehaU conalat onw of (a) Jcceplni' tho box In the nult, where 
located whe11 thll reutal contract II mtercd Into. or In one of enual •peelllcatlona, tho daor to whlala box •ball be locked 
at aU tim~& uecpt when an oftleer or aa emplo:reo Is prnent. (b) allowlnc no penOD ac-to eald box, ucept Leuee 
cw autborbed depuQ>, or attoruC)'•III•fact. barinQ' •pealal po-r to act, ldeatlftcatlo11 b~ 1ipaturo 'beilll' nftlde11t. or 
hla or her lllral repraentatlYe In the can of death, lnaol•encr or other dllabllll)' of Las-. except u herein upl'etllly 
•tlpulated. Aa unauthorlaed openlnc shaU not be praumecl or l11terred from proof of partial!'~' total lou of coalelltl. 
9. AU rentall of boxeo 1hall be parable In advance, a11ollt poue~eloa of the box rented II not clven up alld Ill keJI 
rwturued to Leuor at tho elate of cancdlltlon or aurrcncler of tho ba, at tho ezplratlon of thll leue. or of ill reaewal, 
thou theM Loaeeo 1ball be aud remain tonallll at •Direrance, and ~.a~- 1hall not be permitted •- to Mid box, but 
1111)' be debarred therefrolft at OIIJ' time at thl option of tho .Leuor: aud after tell clara' 11otice to IMiea b~ mail to hll 
or her plica of ralcleace or b•ln-... ciYOD by t.es- oa tho boob of Lalor. Lalor shall haoro the rlcht to fordblr 
open euda box a11cl the door thereto, at tho ospenso of Leta-. and In the pre~~ellce of aiiJ' two of Ill oftlcen or C!lll• 
Plo:r- wbom tbo Praldeat may Mlect, a11d If tha contenll thereof •ball PI'OYO of •u111elent 't'alue, In tbo atlmatloa of 
tbl&o wltn-, the Lalor lhaiJ take charco of 1uda coate11ta .. a IPGdal do1101lt. 1ubJeet to tbo pa:rmellt of aU ren-
tala that IIIQ haore accrued, and 1ubJeet to Ita rul.., recuJatiou a11d cbarcea .. to •pedal dopoaltl: If th1 COIItllltlllhall 
be thUI atlmated not of aaftlclout Yalae for dopoalt. Leuor ahall baoro the rlcht to remOYo them trona said box and ehall 
make auda diiVOIIItion thereof u Lalor m., deem proper without further lllhWQ>. 
10. Lalor •ball aot be Ualllo for u:r dolor caaecl)IF faUuro of tba ftult doon or loeb to operate. 
11. Each of tlao IAIMea lbaiJ baYO taD aud free - to. contra! of, ud the rlcht to remOYO the co11tenta of nlcl 
box. wlthoot further authorlt:r, whlcla acCISI, control and rlcht of romo•al 1hallllot be nYoked 'bF the death, luaalt:r. 
or other dlaaiiUit:r of aDJ' of the x.- ancl, Ia aar of whlala IIU.r nata tbe I.euor IDQ, but II 110& reqalred to. con· 
tlau to permit &IIJ' of tbo otber lMiea - to, control of, and tho rlcht to remooro tho contenll of tho llox. with• 
out belnc liable to 1uda deceued or dlaabled '-eo. or to hil or her belra. penoual .rePreMntatl,.. or ualcu. Tho 
Lalor lhaiJ not be liable to •IIJ' of tbo t.eae., or to hll or ber heln, peraond npraeatatl,.. or aulcu, for ell)' 
propert.J' NIDoorod thorofi'Om or lllilapproprfated b~ o11e or more of the Leana. 
12. w..a lhaD !lot -laid box. or permit tho aame to be al4ld, for the doPOIIIt of anr lntox!eatlnsr llqaora, nar-
cotlco or •Ill' properl)' of aa UJt!oelYO or datruetl.,. uturo. · 
11. T!dl contract II 1181'1011&1 to the t.es- aad 1ball aot be ... lll'lled or tn111ferrecl. nd anr ... fpme11t or uan .. 
fer thereof lhaU lmmedtatalr termJute lt. -1-:-. ...,-..,. 
1C. X.... horo)IF adcaowledaa tbe nwlpt of {,.tM(.L .•. kt:r~ to aald ba and apace, 
115. Lalor lhaD be bumedlatel)' notified Ill writi11Q' of au~ alaance of acldraa of Lalee, aacl Ia the ablence of an~ 
'Dotlce In writlne, a aotlce fonrarcled to tho addras1 clvell b1 LeAea at tho tilDe of maldne th11 contract •ball be auftl· 
dent for all purpoaa. · 
11. Neither the Laaor nor anr oftlcor or emple'" thereof, lu bl1 prfyat• or oftldal capadl)', aball llo authoriucl to 
act u deput)' or uent for the Ll&lol& lu reapeet to aiiJ' matter or thlas connected with laid box. 
· 1T. Lalor I'C!III'YI& tho rlsrht to 111ak1 suala other ad luther nuoublo rulea a~ad ftii'Diatlou, without DOtlco, u 
IDIF froJII time to time be uedfal for tbo atet:r, care ad cleaDU- of tho premllea aad for the Prftel'fttioa of pod 
onlor therein. 
18. Ill tbo OYODt of atault Ill the parmout of tlao rout duo lllroaador, r.a- allo aaee to par to Leuor all coota 
ud apon-, lualudllllr aa attoruOJ"a ooUeetlou foe of $1.00 for eaala ,.. .. , or fraction thereof, tho rent II Ill dafault 
aacl a H.OO 1alt foe whore nit Ia lutitlltecl, wblcla X... may lucur Ill mald111r laid eollletlou. 
Dated at Richmond, Va. /2-29-ID 
SOUTHERN BANK AND TRUST COMPANY 
145 (~IC\UEO) 
DATL------------------------
1 NERIIT CIRnn THAT ALL OP' THE PROPERTY STORED IN BOX NO·------ COVERED IY THIS CON• 
TRACT. HAS liEN SAFELY WITHDRAWN AND THE SAID BOX IS HEREIY SURRENDERED. 
LISSIE 
IUYS CIVEN TO AND 
LlSSEI 
IOJC FOUND EIIITt IT'------"'l'""--------'"---------------------:,::0;;-1 -;TH;;I;-:I~AK;;;IC 
.OL 
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/'yf' jf NATHAN P. BARQUTO 518 {J~: ~ I?I~NE P • .B~RBtJT() • / 
111~ 10513 Thlstledown·Drlve /l!/~? ,9_a 
~ Rl~hmond, VA 23233, 68-2 
510 
h.!. ~~~e&~~tf~ Is So% 0 
-7~ ~ 
4ff~,~~~==~~-.==.====~~~~ 
United VIrginia Bank\\71. · · · 
~h..,~~~ ~~Lk . 
a •:o 5 ~0000 2ol: s~a a.a « 2 2 2111 ···oooooo 5000.•' 
. ' ' . . 
cs 139039 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF Vm.GINIA, 
To the Sheriff of Rlc!-fl4 CU!/, oil. bJ lUI!/ otl!vl. V.lltg.Ur.Ut Sl&rJt.L&& ~~ { 
WE COMMAND YOU that of the goods and chattels of ·~ ~ 
Angelo J. Peters, and Diamond Peters ·~~ 
late in your bailiwick, you cause to be made the sum of .;..· ----------------
Twenty Four Thousand Two Hundred E·leven Dollars and Ninety Five Cents 
with interest thereon at the rate o.._f_..;;s;;..;i;;;.;;x;.;;.... __________ per centum per annum fr~m 
_s_e..::.p_t_e_m_b_e_r_9-=,_1_9_s_o ______ until paid, and the 6Ub.tltVL 4um o6 1 6, 052. 99 
·which Southern Bank and Trust Company 
-------------------------------------------------~==~~'-'-· 
lately in our Circuit Court of the City of Richmond, Division I, recovered against ~e 4loJUU;ah:l • 
as well for a certain debt as the interest thereon, also S 43 • 50 which to the said 
. . 
in the same court were adjudged for _____ --lcw~ .... U/rl:.._ _ costs in that behalf expended, whereof 
the~d ___ ~A~n~g~e~l~o~J~·~P~e~t~e~r~s~,~-e.;..t.;..._a_l~·~'-------------~44~·~/~44&~~ 
-------------------------- convicted as appears to us 
of record. And have then there this writ and make known how you have executed the same at the Clerk's 
Office of our said Court on -------"'Unw'"'"'"z"'miiLhi!Ce""h __ l...,3"-~t~oo.~h..&...,._l,....9ul...,.f_, _ 
Witness, EDWARD G. KIDD, Clerk of ~ur said Court, this ___ ___;;1;;;..7;;...t=h;;;.._ ___ day o.f 
......,.A...,.ug~r""'c6 ..... t'-', ........ 1.;I.9a.BJ---------- and in the 206.thyear of our Commonwealth. 
1.48 
' ·~ .. o I 
Mr.Jllto.&lo ;z: {Ptit/naNJ &' ?'..1. &..s. , 
RiamND, VIRGINIA .... f ... ·J f' 19 f'/ 
- ~ ~ 
·'§~~ 
You will pJ.eak call the plaintiff, and settle ~ J o/ m & /J .7' , 
whicn I have this day levied on :your effects in favor of Sq" 7), .~ MN /Uw/( 1 M q.s z' ao., 
Your' failure to do so will a:rrpel ne to renove and sell in accordance with law. I must 
insist upon a pxacpt settlement. LA.v_.J~d o# SHF-t p.~-,o.s/-r P_dX # 3tJ.l 
Principal and Cbsts, $ _______ _ 
Agent ---------------------
JAMES H. 'IURNER, III, SHERIFF 
By: ,Jl. ;1. h"~ 
Deputy 
1\NY PERSON REMNIID GOOOO AF1'ER BEIOO LEVlE> ON BY ME WILL BE DEALT WI'IH AOCORDIOO '10 IAW 
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Southern Ba~~RGINIA2326o P.O. BOX 26363, RICHMON , 
l 
8 1981 August l , 
COncern: Hr Baves and 
1'0 Wbonl it Nay the request of ~- L Henley· 
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• ~ S!JUtl:t~m ·sank 
THE UNDERSIGNED LESSEE DR AUTHORIZED DEPUTY DESIRES ACCESS TO SAFE DEPOSIT 
















FORM 50·00·021, 8/77 
BOXNO ~12L 
KEYNO. ~s-
LESSEE OR DEPUTY 
v· 
BOXNO. -- -
KEY NO. !.J" t 
LESSEE OR DEPUTY 
ATTENDED BY I BOOTH NO. 
O)R_ I~ 
.•· J ~ S~utJ:t~ni 'a_aok. ) ... I . . . .. . . . . . . 
.::'~;UNDERSIGNED LESSEE ofN~~~U-T~ DE~IRES A~~~~S TO ~AFE DEPOSIT 
~~;:~:. · . ~AFE _DEPOSIT·. VAULl . ~ox NO.~ P C .-
.·,.s,IGNATURE IBBi , <:.·' . , d0..5 
I r.-;;: .• : . KEY NO.=....::_~,.=:_:;_ 
,..,! .. (.. . •' 
I :·''· ·.· .·. 
I ·>.. LESSEE OR DEPUTY 
i''. TIME OF 
1 
•: ENTRANCE 
·~·: .... . :~ 
i :-.~;..,:: ' '·. 
····...:· 
.~-~~TE. ·. 
I·: . . , 
I FORM 50.00·021, 8/77 · 
I ~:.~. ·.. . : ·.::. ~~~-- :-,· ·. 
·""· . t•:· :;· ·-.... 
:;.~;.:_', 
-=~i"f·.· .. 
; ~. -, 
~· ..... · . ..... 
;·~:;~ 1 1 I _'_I 
·.;~?'(' I I I 
-~!-~::?:· .... ; . 
?-"'~-?' A.10d30 
t}' .. ~"; .'· 
• '!:":/ ~ 
~ ... ,, -•·.· ..•. 
;~.;s~:-: . : 
r ... .-~,~-. 
...... ·. \• 
... ~ •• # •• 
• BOOTHNO. 
···: ·;/::. <.· .. · .. 1: 
··::._·J·. 
:_ .#. •• -~ ... ~-~·-· ~ .• ·_;.._ ... __ ;._ 
; .. -:... . ,. ~' •' 
~ ".:. " ... . ·: .. :. ~:~:-; 
~--.- · r ·oN xoa ·· • v -- ·, v.- . . · . .. ....• . .. 
·1.' '••l • 'I ' z. ,· '·' ' '"' • ,i,_ '. , .•-,, ',.' ,,•·,•·'"~'••• •; ;•,.;• I ,• •'' 
:~~;~,C-.3·0 .·,.::.:;._ ... · · · .:.~. ·~·.':' .:·,~ . : . · 3::;;:,:~-::;::': ·_·-::·.··::~,::; \~:~:~_·;.:;:~-~~:. 
'J.IS0d30 3.::1'\fS OJ. SS3:l:>V S3YIS30 A~Od30 03ZIYOH~O'If YO 33SS31 03NDISY30NO 3HJ. ·· , , :·~i . : clfuea .. ~.~~~~noS~l~f 
L,;....-..--·-· --~~·:::' ~:..:.._____ -~ . . -
Diane P. Barbuto 
Linda P. Fleming 
Angelo Peters 
10513 Thistledown Drive 
Richmond, VA 23233 
-
•so. oo --
;,cC;JUNTS RECEIV"P.I:.E, ~ABLE AND ASSETS /'.S Of JUL~, 19.73. ~ 
.. o o o 
0 
ANGELG 3. 'PETERS At-Jn DIM-mrm PETE~' 
·FBONE 804 5·12-5259 •· 
RT. 2, BQX·20, ~HARL~TTE COU?.T H8USE, VA. 
1.· My 4 Children, Inc., Rt. 40, Charlotte Ccurt ~ouse, Virg5ni~, 23923 
Donut ~hop-Restauront. Cash loaned tp Cor~oration to buy~'ncme 
Homes, plus other .cash lo~ns Ddvanc~d. They now have thru~ 
O'Dome homes for sale. Intere~t at .7~ to be charged·start1n~ 
January l, 197J.~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••J4,09C.OO 
Intere~t January 1, 1973 to July l, 197J Dt 6~••••••••••••••••• 1,022.70 
2. My.4 Children, Inc. Lien on Jeep {Willyo) 1948. Title 
~l7JJ53~7. Identification Number 2119108, pick up truck~ •••••• 700.00 
. . 
3. _Peter Pachnoo-5904 Bergenline Avenue, \-!est tJew Ycrk, Ne\·1 . 
4. 
Jersey, (store). Now ·has two family apartment houses in Sheepheads . 
Bay, Brooklyn, N.Y •• We have judgem~nt dQted March lO, 1959, 
$13,876.14, plus 6~ interest now totais.as of Dec. 9, 1972 ••••• 16,292.77 
Their hcme-Mr. & Mrs. Pachnos, 4624 Avenue L, Brooklyn, · 
N.Y. 11234. Interest to July 9, ·1973 ••• : •••••• ;.............. 488.78 
. . 
fLBA stock·lnvestment. Federal Land Bank Association, 
farmville, Virginia. (They ·are holding stock. for us) •••••••••• J,000.1Ji1 . . . 
~. P~oples National Bank of Maryland, Suitland Maryland. 
6. 
Stock #1859-14 Shares. Stock #2963-2 Shares. Stock #2571-2 
Shares. Stock #2219-21 Shares. Stock #3684-1 Share. 
Tota1.40 shares at $40.50 per share •••••• · ••.••••••.••• i•••••••••• 1,620.00 
first deed of Trust 41o interest. Mr-.· & Mrs. Oliver H. Perry. 
Paying us back at the rote of SJ5.00 per month, started June 1, 
196g. Their address is 6433 Deeford Street, Springfield, 
Virginia 22150. Balance left after.June, 1973 ·payment •••••••••• 2,260.27 
Full Balance due and payable May 1, 1914. Then i.t ohoul'd · 
be paid.down to $1.981.45, if payments continue. . . 
7. farmville Production Cr~dii...t~Aoscc±ation, farmville, Virginia. 
Class B Stock-150 shares, they are holding stock for us ••••••••• 750.00 .. 





House, Virginia· 23823 •. ~ne hund±ed ~eras more or less, plus 
12 room home (brickl S2JO,OOO.OO, with furnishings ~17,000.~0. 
Plus t\iC cut bu±ldings completely furnished (brick) , l~rge b~rn, 
·corn shed, chicken coop and garage shed. Valued at ••••••••••• 247,000.00 
Deposit with Eastern Airlines. International flight Ca~d, 
F·1iami ,~ Flordia ••••..•.•.•••.•.•••..••...•. • .................... . 
One l956·Trialmobile, 35 foot aluminu~ body, semi-trailer, 
Title #T318372, Certificate #B84769972 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
One 1961 G.M.C. 14 foot aluminum body. Title #17773049 
Certificate ~V350BPM89250 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
We have in storage on farm, bakery and restaurant eGuipmcnt 
to o~en up two shops. Most of equipment & fixtu=es in wood 
crates, ready for shipment••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:164 





.35, ooo.. 00 
hccoun"l 
··- .. I . . 
.I ... J .•.• , ;1··~ ·.· ·: .. t1::1, .. :•··~.::~.!;· ... ~;.~Vl~ty~ 
-· 1 01.-.. f'IS ...• ... t! J i - . '" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • @i. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . - . . -. . . • 0,400.00 
Fia6~tiy'Naticn~1 Bani:, Drukc~ Drane~, V!=~ini~-~uvihgn , 
Ccrti~icn~e ;50&-Harch ~. l97J ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• lo,coo.oc 
.11,. fift:,' s::i:uht Silver Doll~:ro clnd tuc rurc pcilnict; •••••••••••••• 
(M~n~~ b~g in oufe) 
• 15. SrJIJthcrn Dank t. Trust Cc. Pi~E office, .: Cl ~72-Dattid l-2J~ 7J 
3·00. 00 
., 
one shnre C/D ,j09-!-!29J2 •••••••••••••••••••••••• :. • • • • • • • • • • 1, 000 ~ 00 
16. P6ter Pechnos, 5904 Bar~cnline Avrinuo, ~n9~· New Ynrk, New 
.j.!:!X':l~y. '1/e hrJV:l a 20 year· fr~nchisc tHJX'el"'!ment \'.11-!:h hi1•1 .- lie 
aveJ:E!•JeS :;96. CO per rncfn·~h in· royal.tiao to us. Hls contract / 
no\·1 is. \·lo_.l;'th, ,there is 15 years loft en ·~he ugreemen·t.; ••••• 16,540.001/" . . 
lT~ Two and half caret pecr.shopod engagement ring (N~m]~ ••••••• 2,800.00 
10. One caret paar sha·pcd diamond ~ ndant... • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · 500. CO 
19. Two pear shaped ~iamand ear;ingo •• ~~··•••••••••••••••••••••• 150.00 
20.. Ladies \·Jide· \·1edding band, .14kt ~tlith · i4 ·small ~iarnonds....... 80.00 
?1 ._ ..... One diamond ring (c~cktail) ••• ;••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
22. ··One J/4 l~nght ·mink coa~ by Scaper~lli ••••••••••.•••••••••••• 











L~di~s wide ~edding band, 14kt with 2 rows cf diamonds •••••• 
Two mink hato••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
One bleck diamond mink coat and hat ••• ~··••••••••••••••••••• 
One black pershen lamb coat and hat ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dads tl-JO vJatche!l •••••••••.••• · ••••• ~. • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dads horseshoe diamond gold ring •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ladies 18kt yellow gold with diamQnds and ~meralds 
(bust of a man) •••••••••• ~············~··•••••••~····~······ 
Mom's diamond pearl c~rrings •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
n d . J. • as ~wo ~1ngs•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Two· 33 point engagement rings S222.00 each •••••••••••••••••• 
f·iom:: Di&:mcnd \·Jntch ••••••• ; •••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
Mcms ~voryda~ wetch••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





















Cc-untr•i. St•il~ !l~nutn ef l1ichrnr:nd, 
w ol 
Read, Richmond, Vir'Jin:i.~. Thir-!:.y 
Datod Oc~ober !, l9GO 
!~69-~6,784.0C 
1970- 7;1~1.00 ; 
197!- T,622.ao 
1972- 8,079~00 
To. July 1- 197~~ 8,442;,00 ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••• ·•· •••••••••••••• 0,442.0ll 
·Ono note. dated January 2, 1972 for S!,JOS.bo 
6~ interest 03.10 tc J~n. l, 1973 
~1,468.10. 
6~ In~e.rest· 411.~~ to July 1, l'J73 
. (• 1 5 2 14 . . ·~-.' 1 • • •••.•..•••••••••••••• 1., 512 .. 11t 
· One~onote dated Dece!T!ber 27, 1972 for ~1, 900. OC . 
. 61.- Interest . 57. n!J· to June 27, 1973 
51,95?.00 ••• ~~······; ••••••• 1,957.00 
One note dated January 14, 1970-~2i1Jl.75 !~te:est ~tart~d ftusust 1, 1970 
To December 31, ; 
1911 170.53 








f-1,404.79 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 264.29 
.· 
TOTAL OWED BY COUNTRY STYL~DONUTS, OF RICHMOND, INC •••••••••••• $12,175.53 
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JcnuDry 197~ to June 30, !97J •••••••••••• ~ •• 42.34 
JG. One 197~ Ccdilinc, Modo1-2 dcor hcrdtor. Jdentif!ccti~n 
'!G~I. ... R''O.., - •.t..:-1 b 10,o ._,,.1 , w , ' ""' .:.. • • 1 .... '- t' n ur.1 e r- w _,t, f...; J •.•••••••••••••••••••••••• ~,287.15 
37. On~ lOkt gold brncc!et, very ~!de ~itb nn~rav!ngs nf 
G~cec~ •• •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .- •••••••• . . . 6ao.oo 
30. Dna lOkt ·uald ring dc~ign~rl like a fi~h.~.................. 2JO.OO 
3 9 ~ Tcr~n··tt'l Dcr:d.nicn f·iutual fund corpora-tion ::>t'Jcl~ fund 
.l.ir:~.itcd-~5 .• 43 per shc=c ••• ...•.••.••• •••••·••••••••····~···• 110.00 
4Q. Briel~ building on nt. c:tQ, !:noun ~s Country Style Donut=a-
Restunrant-Lunchaoncttc :md bC~!:ery. Builcing nlso on thi!J 
property kno~-m as ·the 0 1 Dor.1e. Home, used ;Js a r::oc!a1 lior.1e · 
or office. Prcp~rty and buildings total in value •••••••••• (0,000.00 
(O'Dcme Home known as Highway 1107 L Rt. 40) 
41. rra~e building R~. 47, Char~ottc Court House, Virginia. Thi~ 
is awned by th~ Peters Ere~. Corporation, it ia £pproximately 
5 acres and has a th~ce family house on it. The three 
apartments total rent is $325.00 per month. However, half. 
is owned by my brother Alex Pater!l. Total.value of prop~rty 
and building is ~36,000.00. My shore is ••••••••••••••••••• !B,COO.oe 
42. The ?henix House, locoted off Routc.40 West. One fomily 
frame house with Aluminum siding, heat and.air conditioning. 
Home completely remodBled in September, 1972. Now bathroom, 
electrical wiring-and service, plumbing, new ~itchen, new 
lisht fixtures, eloctric hood, steve, cabinets and 
rcfr,ger~tor, etc•••••••••••••···~·········•••••••••••••••• 20,000.00 
43 •. Country Style Donuts, Li~ited-Ontario, Cenada ~ 
l. Starting Janu~ry 1977 at the rate of ~5,000.00 per 
month from Canada Royalties, totaling $60,000.00. per 
year-14 ye E!rs ••••••.••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• ?JD,lO, 000. 00 
2. Star·ting July l, 1973 at ·the rats of ~5,000.00 per 
month from Can~da Rnyalties to December 31, 1976 
totals••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 210,000.00 
3. Storting July l, 1973 at the ~nte of G700.DO per 
month from A~crican Royalties to Dece~bar Jl, 1976 
totals ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 29,400.00 
4. Starting J~nuary 1977 at the rata of ~3,333.JJ per month or 
~40~000.00 p~r y~ar for 1n ys~rs from Am~rican · 
floy~lties •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SGO,OOO.GD 
TOTAL ON ROYALTIES TO DECEKEER 31, 1990 •••••••••••••• ; ••• 1,6J9,400.00 




























. . . 
f;loc~: ~ .. t·Jhitu pony "Chnr-lji 11 -Stnlli.on ••••••••••••• 75.,'~0 
~rO\·Jn· t_ •.-thl'lc pOO!;,'-::::lrCo • •. • •, • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • 75, Or' 
l3rc\.·4·n :;. \·:hita oon~.,·-rn:::re ••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• 7s.nn 
• M . 
Dinicn 1 t~ .Dirl-Hc~ iJo. 5fL3, 27~-rnorE:, ~ •••••••••••• 2CC. GO 
Cc ,,..n ... l ·~ r •t.lcl-"nc• t.l ... r.;-{..,., I.e;.,. ~.L···l,;cn 1 t;~f! r:-~ - eJ - ·- ... - 1.. il ,_,., ..;, I • W e tJ J .& - t - """' i. 1.• - ..... • e • • • • - f .6 tW 4 e - '""""' 
D""•"r' b·~·, L ... ,.:y- 0 er'! r·•o C:77 ~,,,_ .... Dr... , t:"'.;O 'njl • -""' • .- C.•.; .... ~· I 41 t,; • • ..• I J w 'f' ..._ i1l (:; .,.,. • e e e • e ~ •• e •• - f f • •.J t..J 
Ln::is o' Minu-ne~. ~o. OC7,(7l-mnr~ ••••••••••••. ~25.nc 
Cuzo-Hcg~ Nc. 041,364-st~llion ••••••••••••••• , 4Do;oo 
11~a·ar 1 s Room nc'J- No. :u:,207-r-lar~............ 675.00 
Slick-Blacl: t. t·Jhi tc ho=sc-Gclding.. • • • • • • • • • • • ·eso. DO. 
Ut~'s Hired Hand-nee. No. 534,779-Gelding ••••• 4SO.DO 
· '.ioy\·ia rd F lrn·m.r-Rea. fJ~. 56 5, 6 79-~·!c:rn •••••••. • •• 1, .con. 00. 
Zo1ask Cl~a'J-Reg. No. 269,£:15-r·l;u·~ ••••••••••••. 52·5.GO 
~iso ~arion~Rc~. N~. 220,359-Marc ••••••••••••• 40~.CQ 
Greek Goddeso-Reg. No. 909,279-~ar~ ••••••••••• 400,00 
... 
TOTAL HORSE VALUE••••••••••••••••••••••••••··~··••••!•••••••• 8,650.00 
Ona Pink Jeep (1950 Willy's Jaep), 1965 Duick V-6 Spaciol · 
engine. Bot.ly ~!77034, C12A 77034•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
One Gore 4 hcrsa Blue 1972 Trailer-Title .~.17906913,-' 
Identification Number G1001054 · ····~·~·····; •••••••••••• 
·One 1973 ChcvJC let . Station ~-lagon. Body Style 4D SH, 
Title ;?18074422. Idmtification number 1L45R3011J270 ••••••• . . 
· Cne 1972 Lnwn Mower. 000 Sp~ciel wheel horse Serial 
..·"774-,04. r· d 1 ''10156 · ·to e .: • · •.••••••••• ~ ••••••••..••••••••• • • • • • • • • 
Ons Ford Tractor·with Bush Hog Elade, disc etc., 
( Fcrd Bt·J Trnctor) •· ••.•..•.••.••••..•.•.•.• ·• •••••••••••••••• 
Peters Dros. cwas us Ca~h, ve leaned the~ to meet.thcir 
bills~ .......... : ......................................... . 
Alec Petero. ~e lc~ned hirn peroon~lly ~2,000.00 December 
1, 1972 at 6% intarest. Paid ~1,000.00 on nccount-








Angel~ J. Petc=s and Diamond F9ters Savings Account ~09-00190-3 
with the Southc~n Dank & Trust Cc~pany, Richmond, Virginia, 
i•lcchanicsville Branch •••••••••••• ; •••••••••••••••••• ·••••••• 10,000.00 
GAC Proocrtios credit Inc. 78~0 9isceyne Bouleve=d, ~iarni, 
Flo=din' 33130. Ccntr~ct J0-6Cl 458, block 2.153, Let zn, 
Villri;e 5, ~cighborhood 1-va!ued•••••·····~···•••••••••••• 
~cntract :c-601 ~57, Let 27, block 2!5J, N~ighborhood 1-
vrillJsrJ • •••• , •••••••••••.•••• · •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
B=th lets ~ra l~catcd in Poinci~n~, ·Flc:icla~ 
(~lat Beck 3~?~ge 152) 
5,950.00 
s,s5o.oa 
55. United Stotcs· Snv ings Bond-Dated f11ay 1973 for· ~lOG. 00 
:c 52273072ZE-Serico [ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 100-.00 
5 ~f 6 pnosn 
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. 57-. G P t .... ~"\ . t ·. . . b . 1, ~) eorge c o_o, l=;t'UO .go eRr rep::~.!.= l. -····~ .......... . 
• .,.0 • . . 
5~. A~er Danton Utility Tr~iler. Title ;1~~~6737, 1946 ~ 
!dcntificoti~n ~TJC19.3!4 ••••••••••.••...•••.••••••.••• ~ 
59. Two mini bikes end two ~u cnrt~· on form •••••••••••••••• . -
60. Ca::;h ir:t chec!:ing ac.c:ount, ~iouthern EL!n:·~ e. Tru~.:.:· Compen!' 
f·le'chanicsvi11e, Richmond, Virgini.~~. f.ccun:t 1~'32534 670 ••• 
61~ Cash in checld.ng account. The t!.onk of Phenb~, 
Charlotte Court HousD, Virginia 23923 •••••••••••••••••• 
62. The Bnnk.of Phenix~ Inc. Savingo oc~cunt ~J~lCD, .. 
Charlotte Court· Hote, Virginia· 23923 •••••• ~ •. • •••••••• · •• 
.· 
63. My 4 Children, Inc~ Rt.· 40, C~orlctto Court House, VA. 
23923. Equipment & Fixtures en premisDs ••••••••••.•••••• 
64. Saddles-~even western and one pony saddle, *nd 6ne pany 
cart••••••••••••·······~··••••••!•~•••••••·••••••••••··~· 
65. Citizens Savings·~ Loan Association, Richmond, Virginia, 
Savings Account •••• •· •••••••• ~ •••••• ." •• · • ." ••••••••••••••• 
66 •. T\'10 t acret! adjoining lots. containing approximately cne 
acre. Block 673, lots 17, 18 in unit. e plat book 13 
.Page 18 lo~ated in Hern~ndo County, Flcride (Known es 
Royal Highlands.) ••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 0 0 0 
· 67. Property purchased from Mr. Willi~m H. Smith Jr., clerks 
receipts #22937. Building 34 feet by 68 feet 7 inches 
plus an extention. 76 feet by 3 inche~ long~ by J6 inches 
wide on Rt •. 40 and Rt. 47, center of town irr Charlotte 
Court House, Virginia •••••••••••••••••••••• ·; •• ~ •••••• 
.. 
·At the bank of Phenix \·Je h-ave· three safe deposit boxes #87, 90 
and 96. Charlotte·Court House, Virginia Eranch. 
. . 
TOTAL ASSETS · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . 
Page 6 of· 8 pages 
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l. federal Lar.d Bank Associ:Jtion I r . ,=mvi.llo' . Virc:;.inia. 
Borrowed ~60,000.00 le~~ ~3,00C.OO for stcck inveotment 
rsquir~l;! by lr.n1, "on fa:rmn, in Chi:!rltlt ·'a~ C~·urt Hcus~. 
:·iads one pDymcnt Decer.tbf'!r. 16, 19"12 and--::me payrncn~~ 
June 16, 1"973, pDyrncnto nre every 6 months ••••• · •••••.•••• 
2. farrn~ille Production Credit Association, fnTmvill~, Vu. 
Second deed and trust. on Farm in Charlotte Court H~usa, 
Virginia. LoDn ~lS·,oco.oa less stock clas~ n of 150 
shares, at. 5750.00 briri~s down outstcnd~ng loan at •••••• 
-
J. 90 day note to the Bank of Phenix, Phenix, Virginia, 
riow due September 25, 1973••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
r 
4. . 90 day note to the Southern Bank ~ Trust Company, Richm'ond 
Virginia. Payable 52,000.00 ever'y 90 days. They are 
holding savings book (~10,000.00) as collateral ••••••••••. 
·s. GAC Properties Credit, Inc• 7080 Biscuyne Boulevard, 
Miarni, florida 33138. Payments are $66.00 per month 
includes interest-contract #0-601458 •••••••••••••••••••• 
.. Contract #0-60~457-paymen~s are 562.50 per month, 
includes interest ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. T\oJO t acre ·adjoining lots conta.:.ni~g ?PProximateiy one 
acre. Block 673, lots 17 & 18 in unit B. Platbook 13, 
page lB. Payments to Royal Palm Beach Colony, Inc • 
. Contract #J023ll68024. Payment~ $80.00 per month 
includes interest••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7. The Bank of Phenix on Loan .#680475. Order ~370591.· 
first deed and truGt OD the Phenix House. Pcyments 
are $120.84 per month •• ~~·~ •• ~ •• ~ •••• ~········~······ 
e. The Bank of Phenix on Loan #680475~ Oider #370585. 
first deed and trust on tha~eters Brothers property, 
half is my Tes~onsibiliti. Payments are ~256.41 per month. 
Total $21,841.19-my half is••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 
9. L.M. Jcnes first deed and trust on Rt; 40 Property whare 
bakery and O'Dcme house is on. Payabl~ each 6 months 
$1,000.00, plus interest due June 1 and December·.! of 
each year••••••••••••••••••••••••···~········i•••••••• 
10. To Mr. 8il1ia, H. Smith, Jr., Charlotte Court House, Va. 
Payments $490.00 each 6 months which includes interest 
S.tarts December 1973 ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 
11. Citiz~ns Savings~ Loan-Association, Richmond, v~. 
Holding passbook against this•••••••••••••···~········· 














... . . 
S:::u thcrn Dan!: z. Trust Comjnmy, cla-'.:.sd J-!J-7~ lo<!n· on 
1 n7., c,. ... .; 1, "'C-j•lu... .:nt•.,_,....... I 
-;! ..J ~""'-· -~ • ~ • -- , ...................................... . 
TOT . l.L LIABILITIES ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
I have a ~100,000.00 insuran~e policy .on my·life with Ponn 
Mutual Life Insurance Company. Policy ;5955202, dated 
J~nuary 10, 1973. 
J hove a ~ 75,0.00. 0,0 intiur.r.::ncc pqli cy on my li fs, \·!i t.h South.~rn 
Farm Eureeu Life Ins~=~ncc Comp~ny, policy :530195. Dated . 
December 1972, J~cl<scn, Mississippi. 
TOTAL ASSETS•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••····~·••••••••• . . 
.TOTAL! Llf,BILTIES •••••• ~· ••••• •· •••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• · . 
6.5?.4.28 
Zl6?,525.30 . ' 
2,215,375.18 
162.525. :m 
~'ET ASC:::C"TS · ·. . · . " ' _._ .................... ......... .......... •.• .. ._ .. ~2,052,849.88 
Diamond Peters 
~ - ._... I Dated thiti _____ ~·~~~,~~---Day of_~M~.I~,,~·~v~ ______ l973. 
'! 
P},/i1e of B pOIJP.S 
•· .. , ·• 
. . 
B Southern Bank 
~P.O. BOX 26363, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23260 
Mrs. Diane Barbuto 
10513 Thistledown Drive 
Richmond, Virginia 23233 
and 
Mrs. Linda Fleming 
2309 Rocliffe Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23233 
August 18, 1981 
Dear Mrs. Barbuto and Mrs. Fleming: 
You are hereby advised that on August 18, 1981, the 
Sheriff of Henrico County, Virginia, levied on safe deposit 
box number 305 in the branch of Southern Bank located at 
2702 Parham Road. 
Therefore, you and the other lessee, Angelo J. Peters, 
are denied access to the box and its contents. 
WWC/fg 
Enclosure 
Wa e . eatham 




" . . 
. . 
B Southern Bank 
~ P.Q. BOX 26363, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23260 
Mr. Angelo J. Peters 
10513 Thistledown Drive 
Richmond, Virginia 23233 
and 
1051 Casitas Pass Road 
Carpinteria, California 93013 
Dear ·Mr. Peters: 
August 18, 
.. 
You are hereby advised that on August 18, 1981, the 
Sheriff of Henrico County, Virginia, levied on safe deposit 
box n~mber 305 in the branch of Southern Bank located at 
2702 Parham Road. 
Therefore you and ·the other lessees, Diane Barbuto and 
Linda Fleming, are denied acces~ to the box and its contents. 
In addition, the Sheriff of Henrico County also levied on 
the proceeds of Wells Fargo Bank Cashier•s Check #1239, dated 
August 10, 1981, in the amount of $5,000.00 payable to 
Angelo J. Peters.. · 
WWC/fg 
Enclosure 
